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TAX COLLECTOR-3 year term, vote for not more than One
Jane Sanders
Write In
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS-3 year term, vote for not more than One
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Write In
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Richard Anderson
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BUDGET COMMITTEE-2 year term, vote for not more than One
Write In
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TOWN OF CANDIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
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MARCH 10,2009
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SCHOOL DISTRICT CLERK, 1 year term, vote for not more than One
Write In
SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER, 1 year term, vote for not more than One
Amanda Soares
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Are you in favor of the following amendments proposed by
the Candia Plannmg Board:
ZONING AMENDMENT #1: Article V: Use Regulations: To YES O
amend Section 5.02 A-3 Type of Land Use : To amend A-3 to
allow 2 Family & Multi family in MX Zone (mixed use zone) by ]>jo O
special exception (PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED BY
THE PLANNING BOARD)
ZONING AMENDMENT #2 - Article XID: Special q
Exception Uses: Section 13.04, E.3: Accessory Dwelling Units:
To amend by adding ""heated living": p.
"There shall be a maximum of 600 sq ft of heated living space m ^^
the accessory unit " (PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED
BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
ZONING AMENDMENT #3 - Article V: Use Regulations:
Section 5.04 Conditional Use Permit. 3. Procedure: To amend by YES O
replacing "ef" with "and":
"The Planning Board shall act upon the application for a ^q Q
conditional Use Permit in accordance with the submission and
the procedural requirements of the Board's Site Plan Regulations
OF and the Board's Subdivision Regulations, as applicable."
(PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE
PLANNING BOARD)
ZONING AMENDMENT #4 - Article V: Use Regulations:
Conditional Use Permit Standards for Elderly Housing:
Section 5.04 - 6. Modification of Conditional Use Permits : To YES O
amend by replacing existing paragraph with the following:
"All alterations or modifications of the plans shall be in jyQ Q
accordance with Section J 8.05 ofthe Subdivision Regulations.
"
(Subdivision Regulations 18.05 Modification of Design and
Improvements : All alterations or modifications of the plans not
approved by the Town Engineer, Road Agent, or Fire Chief need
approval by the Planning Board, and copies of proposed changes
must be given to the Road Agent and Town Engineer if
necessary before the alterations are made. If at any time before
or during the construction of the subdivision the Applicant
determines that unforeseen conditions make it necessary or
desirable to modify the location or design of any of the required
improvements or installations, the Board may authorize such
modification which shall be set forth in writing and signed by the
Chairman of the Planning Board. No revision to approved plans
shall be valid or binding until approved by the Planning Board.)
(PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE
PLANNING BOARD)
ZONING AMENDMENTS 2009
ZONING AMENDMENT #5 - Article V: Use Regulations:
Conditional Use Permit Standards for Elderly Housing: _
Section 5.04 Conditional Use Permit : Amend to add paragraph YES ^
#10:
"10. Waivers Compliance with the individual provisions of this NO ^
ordinance shall constitute the conditions required for the
issuance of a Conditional Use Permit. Any provision of this
ordinance may be waived, when, upon the application by the
applicant to the Planning Board, the Board shall determine in its
sole discretion 1) that requiring compliance with the particular
provision for the granting of a Conditional Use Permit would
create an unreasonable hardship and 2) that the application
would be consistent with the spirit and intent of this ordinance.
Requests for waivers must be written and the Planning Board
must vote on each waiver request at a properly noticed public




ZONING AMENDMENT #6 - Article V: Use Regulations:
Section 5.05. Conditional Use Permit Review Criteria: To amend
by replacing existing paragraph with the following:
"No portion ofthe proposed development that is altered, cleared
or within 50feet ofthe outsideface ofa building or edge ofroad
shall be located within an identified floodplain or area
designated as having a 1% annual chance of flooding as
provided on the FEMA flood insurance maps prepared for the
Town ofCandia. (PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED BY
THE PLANNING BOARD)
ZONING AMENDMENT #7 - Article V: Use Regulations:
Section 5.06 Conditional Use Permit Standards. Elderly YFS O
Housing : 7b and 9.
7.b Maximum Density for Detached Single-Family and Attached (-\
Duplex Single-Family Dwellings . To amend by deleting the
second sentence in paragraph 3 and delete paragraph 4:
"Buildable shall be defined in Article III, Definitions of this
Zoning Ordinance. In no case shall any lot be leoo than 1 acre for
a detached singl e family dwelling or 2 acres for an attached
duplex dwelling.
Per Section 2.05: Buildings on One Lot of this Zoning
Ordinance , there shall be only one residential building on a lot
unless otherwise approved under Innovative Land Use Controls.
See Section 13.01 E
9. Minimum Lot Frontage to amend by replacing existing
wording with the following:
"Minimum lot frontage shall be 100 feet ." "In the case of
Elderly Housing not under a condominium form of ownership,
minimum lot frontage shall be 100 feet." (PROPOSED AND
RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
ZONING AMENDMENTS 2009
ZONING AMENDMENT #8: Article V: Use Regulations:
Section 5.06: Conditional Use Permit Standards . Elderly
Housing - 13, 14 and 26:
13. Minimum Dwelling Size: To amend by deleting "twelve YES ^
hundred (1.200)" and replacing with "eight hundred (800) ":
"Each dwelling unit shall contain at least twe lve hundred ( 1 ,200) NO O
eight hundred (800) square feet of living space."
14. Maximum Building Height: To amend by deleting entire
paragraph and replacing with the following wording:
"All buildings shall be single Gtory^ in height. All buildings ohall
be single stoP)' above grade (basement is considered a story)."
"All buildings shall be a single story above grade in height.
"
26. Common Land/Open Space: To amend paragraph one by
replacing the percentage of the slopes from "20%" to "25%':
To amend paragraph three by changing the word "subdivision"
to "development":








A. TO VOTE, completely fill in the OVAL to the RIGHT of your choice(s) like this
B. Follow instructions as to the number of candidates to be voted on for each
office.
C. To vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write the
candidate's name on the line provided and completely fill in the OVAL.
ARTICLE 3
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 3 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Twenty-Five
Dollars ($225) in continuation of its support of the Retired and Senior Volunteer Program. (By




Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 4 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Hundred Twenty-Five




Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 5 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Hundred Fifty Dollars
($450) in continuation of its support of the Greater Manchester Chapter of the American Red
Cross. (By request of the Greater Manchester Chapter of the American Red Cross.)
YES NO
ARTICLE 6:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 6 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six Hundred Sixty-Two Dollars
($662) in continuation of its support of the Rockingham Nutrition & Meals on Wheels Program.
(By request of the Rockingham Nutrition & Meals on Wheels Program.)
YES NO
ARTICLE 7:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 7 as follows:
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Hundred Dollars ($700) in





Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 8 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000)
in continuation of its support of the Child and Family Services of New Hampshire. (By request of
the Child and Family Services of New Hampshire.)
YES NO
ARTICLE 9:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 9 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars Five
Hundred Dollars ($1,500) in continuation of its support of the Child Advocacy Center of
Rockingham County. (By request of the Child Advocacy Center of Rockingham County.)
YES NO
ARTICLE 10:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 10 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Four Hundred
Dollars ($1,400) in continuation of its support of the Area HomeCare & Family Services, Inc. (By
request of the Area HomeCare & Family Services, Inc.)
YES NO
ARTICLE 11:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 11 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Thousand Eight Hundred
Twenty-Eight Dollars ($3,828) in continuation of its support of the Visiting Nurse Association of
Greater Manchester & Southern New Hampshire. (By request of the Visiting Nurse Association.)
YES NO
ARTICLE 12:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 12 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000)
in continuation of its support of Lamprey Health Care. (By request of Lamprey Health Care.)
YES NO
ARTICLE 13:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 13 as follows:
To see To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six Thousand Eight
Hundred Seven Dollars ($6,807) in continuation of its support of Rockingham County
Community Action Program. (By request of Rockingham County Community Action.)
YES NO
ARTICLE 14:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 14 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500) in




Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 15 as follows:
Shall the Town of Candia raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts
set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the
purposes set forth therein, totaling Two Million Five Hundred Twenty Five Thousand Two
Hundred Sixty-Five Dollars and no cents ($2,525,265.00)? Should this article be defeated, the
default budget shall be Two Million Three Hundred Fifty-five Thousand Four Hundred Ten Dollars
($2,355,410.00), which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous
action of the Town of Candia or by law; or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.
YES NO
ARTICLE 16:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 16 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000)
for the Fitts Museum. Said funds to be expended under the direction of the Trustees of the Fitts
Museum. (By request of the Trustees of the Fitts Museum.)
YES NO
ARTICLE 17:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 17 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500)
and to place said funds in the expendable general fund trust fund known as the Playground
Maintenance Fund, established pursuant to RSA 31 :19-a at the March, 1998 Town Meeting. The
purpose of this fund is for replacement of the surface of the playground and upkeep of equipment
with the Selectmen appointed as agents. Recommended by the Budget Committee &
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
YES NO
ARTICLE 18:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 18 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty-Five Thousand Dollars
($55,000) to cover the reimbursable costs associated with Police activities, including but not
limited to Police Special Details and grant programs. Said funds to be expended under the
direction of the Board of Selectmen. (By request of the Chief of Police)
YES NO
ARTICLE 19:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 19 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy-Five Thousand Dollars
($75,000) for excess winter road maintenance, these funds will not be used unless the operating
winter maintenance funds are exhausted. This will be a non-transferable appropriation. Said
funds to be expended under the direction of the Board of Selectmen. (By request of the Road




Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 20 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($150,000) for the second phase of reconstruction on Patten Hill Road. Said funds to be




Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 21 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Twenty-Five
Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty-Five Dollars ($125,955) for the operating expenses of the Smyth
Public Library. Said funds are to be expended under the direction of the Smyth Public Library
Association. (By request of the Board of Trustees of the Smyth Public Library.)
YES NO
ARTICLE 22:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 22 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars and no
cents ($50,000) to be deposited in the Capital Reserve Fund, established under RSA 35:1 at the
March 1991 Town Meeting, for the future purchase of fire apparatus and equipment with the
Selectmen appointed as agents. (By request of the Fire Chief)




Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 23 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Paid Call compensation system for the active members
of the Town of Candia Fire-Rescue Department effective on January 1, 2010. (By request of the
Fire Chief) The rates of pay for Department members shall be dependent on levels of
certification as follows:
Base Pay Rate: $12.00/hr
Firefighter I Certification $1 .00
Firefighter II Certification $1 .50
Firefighter III Certification $2.00
Commercial Drivers License $0.50
Driver/Operator All Vehicles w/Pumps $1 .00
Emergency Medical Technician 1^' Responder $0.50
Emergency Medical Technician-Basic $1 .00
Emergency Medical Technician-Intermediate $1 .50
Emergency Medical Technician-Paramedic $2.00
Longevity (5-10 years) $1 .00
Longevity (1 1-15 years) $2.00







Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 24 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars





Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 25 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-One Thousand Dollars
($31,000) to be placed in the existing Capital Reserve fund for the Future Revaluation of the
municipality. (By request of the Board of Selectmen.) Recommended by the Budget
Committee & Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
YES NO
ARTICLE 26:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 26 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand Five Hundred
Dollars and no cents ($7,500.00) to allow the town to sponsor a Candia Resident Only
Household Hazardous Waste day. One event will be held in the early fall.
YES NO
ARTICLE 27:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 27 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of No Dollars and no cents ($0.00)
to be deposited in the expendable trust fund, established under RSA 31:19-a at the March 2008
Town Meeting, known as the Town Office Building Maintenance Fund for the purpose of repairing
and maintaining the municipal building with the Selectmen appointed as Agents. (By the request
of the Board of Selectmen.) Not Recommended by the Budget Committee & Recommended
by the Board of Selectmen,
YES NO
ARTICLE 28:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 28 as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars and no
cents ($10,000.00) for a portion of the operating expenses of the Candia Youth Athletic
Association. Said funds are to be expended under the direction of the Candia Youth Athletic
Association Board of Directors in accordance with approved budgets. (By the request of the
Board of Directors of the Candia Youth Athletic Association.)
YES NO
ARTICLE 29:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 29 as follows:
Are you in favor of constructing a swap shop at the Candia Recycling Facility located on 29 Deer
Run Road at a cost of $15,000.00? (Article by Petition) (This is only an advisory opinion.)
YES NO
ARTICLE 30:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 30 as follows:
Under the provisions of RSA 32:14 V, Are you in favor of rescinding the adoption of the budget
committee? (Article by Petition)
YES NO
ARTICLE 31:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 31 as follows:
Shall the Town vote to change the funding of the Conservation Commission Fund; presently One
Hundred percent (100%) for the Land Use Change Tax (LUCT) with no cap, to an amount not to
exceed Twenty Five Percent (25%) of LUCT revenues, nor to exceed Twenty Five Thousand
Dollars and no cents ($25,000.00). All LUCT funds remaining after funding the Conservation













Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 34 as follows:
"Shall the town vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 36-A:4 Powers?" This article to take effect
immediately upon passing.
Said commission may receive gifts of money, personal property, real property, and water rights,
either within or outside the boundaries of the municipality, by gift, grant, bequest, or devise,
subject to the approval of the local governing body, such gifts to be managed and controlled by
the commission for the purposes of this section. Said commission may acquire in the name of
the town, subject to the approval of the local governing body, by purchase, the fee in such land or
water rights within the boundaries of the municipality, or any lesser interest, development right,
easement, covenant, or other contractual right including conveyances with conditions, limitations,
or reversions, as may be necessary to acquire, maintain, improve, protect, or limit the future use
of or otherwise conserve and properly utilize open spaces and other land and water areas with
their town, and shall manage and control the same, but the town or commission shall not have
right to condemn property for these purposes. (Article by Petition)
YES NO
ARTICLE 35:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 35 as follows:
"Shall the town vote to rescind the provisions of RSA 36-A:4-a Optional Powers?" This article to
take effect immediately upon passing.
The purpose of this Article is to prohibit the Conservation Commission from expending funds: (1)
To purchase interest in any lands external to Candia and; (2) For contributions to "qualified
organizations," for the purchase of property interests, or facilitating transactions related thereto,
where the town has no interest. (Article by Petition)
YES NO
(If Article 35 passes, then an affirmative vote on this article will rescind Article 36)
ARTICLE 36:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 36 as follows:
"To see if the Town will adopt the provisions of RSA 36-A:4-a, 1(b) to authorize the Conservation
Commission to expend funds for contributions to qualified organizations for the purchase of
property interests, or facilitating transactions related thereto, where the property interest is to be








Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 2 as follows:
Shall the District vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the
amounts set forth on the budget posted with the Wan-ant, or as amended by vote of the
first session, for the purpose set forth therein, totaling Seven Million Seven Hundred
Ninety Four Thousand Three Hundred Eighty Four Dollars and twenty five cents
($7,794,384.25)? Should this article be defeated, the default budget shall be seven
million, nine hundred forty-one thousand, three hundred thirteen dollars ($7,941,313),
which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of
the Candia School District, or by law; or the governing body may hold one special
meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised
operating budget only. (This article does not include appropriations in any other warrant




Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 3 as follows:
Shall the District vote to raise and appropriate a sum up to twelve thousand, five
hundred dollars ($12,500) to be added to the Technology Fund established in March
2007 and to authorize use/transfer in that amount from the June 30, 2009 fund balance




Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 4 as follows:
Shall the District vote to raise and appropriate fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be
placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established in March 2006 to be used for Candia
School District facility needs? (Withdrawal of money from this capital reserve fund will
require a vote of the Legislative Body). (Recommended by the School Board) (Not
Recommended by the Budget Committee)
YES NO
17
TOWN OF CANDIA ANNUAL MEETING DELIBERATIVE SESSION
JANUARY 31, 2009
Moderator Scott Tierno declared the deliberative session of the Annual Town Meeting
open at 9:07 AM. Following the pledge of allegiance, Moderator Tiemo introduced the
persons seated at the front table as follows: Town Clerk Christine Dupere, Deputy Town
Clerk Cheryl Bond, Finance Director Beth St. Pierre, Chairman of Selectmen Fred
Kelley, Selectman's Assistant Dawn Chabot, Selectman Tom Giffen, Selectman Carleton
Robie, Selectman Joe Duarte, and Selectman Rick Lazott. The Moderator also
introduced Town Officials and Committee Chairmen who were in attendance at the
meeting. Following a brief explanation of the rules of order for the meeting, Scott Tierno
began reading the warrant.
First Session:
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Candia, in the County of Rockingham, in said State,
qualified to vote on Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Moore School Auditorium in said Candia, on Saturday, the
31^^ day of January, 2009 at 9 am. This session shall consist of explanation, discussion and
deliberation of the Warrant Articles numbered 3 through 36. The Warrant Articles may be
amended subject to the following limitations: (a) Warrant Articles whose wording is prescribed by
law shall not be amended, and (b) Warrant Articles that are amended shall be placed on the
official ballot for a final vote on the main motion as amended.
Second Session:
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Candia, in the County of Rockingham, in said State,
qualified to vote on Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Moore School Auditorium in said Candia, on Tuesday, the 10'^
day of March, 2009. This session shall be the Voting session to act on all Warrant Articles, as
amended, including the proposed budget, as a result of the action of the "First Session". The
Polls will be open from 6:00 am to 7:00 pm
ARTICLE 1 : To choose the following Town Officers for the year ensuing:
Selectman - 3 year term, vote for Two
Tax Collector - 3 year term, vote for One
Trustee of Trust Funds - 3 year term, vote for One
Superintendent of Cemeteries - 1 year term, vote for One
Planning Board - 3 year term, vote for Two
Municipal Budget Committee - 3 year term, vote for Two
Municipal Budget Committee - 2 year term, vote for One
Municipal Budget Committee - 1 year term, vote for One
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following changes in the Candia Zoning
Ordinances:
A motion to move articles 3 through 14 as a block was made by Fred Kelley, seconded by Tom
Giffen. There was no objection from the assembly. Moderator Tierno then read the articles
aloud, asking if there was any discussion.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred
Twenty-Five Dollars ($225) in continuation of its support of the Retired and Senior Volunteer
18
Program. (By request of the Retired and Senior Volunteer Program, Sponsored by the
Portsmouth Housing Authority.)
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Hundred
Twenty-Five Dollars ($325) in continuation of its support of the YWCA Crisis Service. (By
request of YWCA of Manchester.)
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Hundred Fifty
Dollars ($450) in continuation of its support of the Greater Manchester Chapter of the American
Red Cross. (By request of the Greater Manchester Chapter of the American Red Cross.)
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six Hundred Sixty-
Two Dollars ($662) in continuation of its support of the Rockingham Nutrition & Meals on Wheels
Program. (By request of the Rockingham Nutrition & Meals on Wheels Program.)
ARTICLE 7: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Hundred
Dollars ($700) in continuation of it support of the Aids Response-Seacoast. (By request of Aids
Response-Seacoast.)
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand
Dollars ($1,000) in continuation of its support of the Child and Family Services of New
Hampshire. (By request of the Child and Family Services of New Hampshire.)
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand
Dollars Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500) in continuation of its support of the Child Advocacy
Center of Rockingham County. (By request of the Child Advocacy Center of Rockingham
County.)
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand
Four Hundred Dollars ($1,400) in continuation of its support of the Area HomeCare & Family
Services, Inc. (By request of the Area HomeCare & Family Services, Inc.)
ARTICLE 1
1
: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Thousand
Eight Hundred Twenty-Eight Dollars ($3,828) in continuation of its support of the Visiting
Nurse Association of Greater Manchester & Southem New Hampshire. (By request of the
Visiting Nurse Association.)
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand
Dollars ($4,000) in continuation of its support of Lamprey Health Care. (By request of Lamprey
Health Care.)
ARTICLE 13: To see To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six
Thousand Eight Hundred Seven Dollars ($6,807) in continuation of its support of Rockingham
County Community Action Program. (By request of Rockingham County Community Action.)
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred
Dollars ($500) in support of CASA "Court Appointed Special Advocates For Children". (By
request of CASA)
There was no discussion on any of the articles, and when moved to a vote, articles 3 through 14
passed by a show of hands and will be placed on the ballot.
Motion to discuss and vote on Article 15 next, was made by Kim Byrd, seconded by Caria
Penfieid. It was voted to discuss Article 15 next.
ARTICLE 15: Shall the Town of Candia raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not
including appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the
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amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first
session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling Two Million Three Hundred Seventeen
Thousand Seven Hundred Seventy-one Dollars and Twelve Cents ($2,317,771.12)? Should
this article be defeated, the default budget shall be Two Million Three Hundred Fifty-five
Thousand Four Hundred Ten Dollars ($2,355,410.00), which is the same as last year, with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the Town of Candia or by law; or the governing body
may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of
a revised operating budget only. Mrs. Penfield explained the Budget committee's
recommendation was slightly less than what was expended in 2008. She stated we will still see
an increase in taxes because 2008 revenues have declined by approximately $100,000.00. The
committee has also been watching the news which has focused on layoffs of essential services.
She does not believe the community will see any change in the services provided with their
proposed budget. Mr. Lazott has some issues with the committee's proposed budget. He moved
to amend the budget to Two Million Five Hundred Thirty Two Thousand Two Hundred Sixty
Five Dollars and no cents ($2,532,265.00), seconded by Ken Goekjian. The Board feels the
Budget Committees recommendation is not a credible amount. Discussion on the amendment
began with Ken Goekjian. Mr. Goekjian explained there was a large expenditure due to the ice
storm. Supervisors of the Checklist wages have been cut in half. Ann Tierno wished to know if
the budget proposed by the Selectmen today also includes insurance and was told yes. Mr.
Lazott explained the Town books must stay open for 10 days into the new year. Caria Penfield
wished to address the 2008 figure. She explained the 2008 figure was overspent. There was no
winter road maintenance money left in November and December. Mr. Lazott explained it was
true the road budget was overspent due to multiple snow storms and the severe ice storm.The
Welfare budget was also overspent due to the increased case load, and the tax collector's
computer had ceased working, which necessitated an emergency expenditure for a new
computer. These issues equaled almost $100,000.00. $70,000.00 was expended on winter road
maintenance during the month of December alone, due to the ice storm and the snow storms.
The Selectmen have worked very hard to produce an accurate budget. Candy Stamatelos,
Chairman of the Supervisors of the Checklist, explained they have not had a wage increase in 30
years. The hours added up for the five elections held last year. Ann Tierno stated the Budget
Committee recommended not having Summer Rec. this year. The Highway Department
overspent their budget by approximately $150,000.00. Rudy Cartier asked what the actual
amount of unanticipated revenues were and was told $53,000.00. Mr. Lazott explained we have
applied to FEMA to get some funds back, approx. $30,000.00. Chief Cartier explained the Fire
Department has been prudent in their budgeting. One of the items that was reduced was water
supply. He stated that we have a serious problem with water supply in some parts of the Town.
The Department did turn in $5,000.00 to help offset over expenditures at the end of the year by
the other departments. CarIa Penfield explained this is a bottom line budget and the Selectmen
can move the money around. Tom Giffen wished to point out the Fire Department as well as the
other Town departments had been asked not to spend money in December due to the budget
emergencies. Chief Cartier explained they have been asked to weigh the risks and the problem
would be delay in responding. The Fire House building is 70 years old and needs other
maintenance in addition to the new roof There is also an increase in the cost of fuel. Tom St.
Martin stated he feels the Selectmen have done the best that they can with what they have been
appropriated and overspent due to unforeseen circumstances. The Board is proposing about
$200,000.00 more than the budget committee is recommending. Selectman Lazott explained
over $80,000.00 was expended in the welfare budget. The cruisers are getting older and have
high mileage as well as serious mechanical issues. There is very little cushion in this budget. The
Selectmen have been about 97% accurate. We along with 27 other towns had to go to DRA for
relief. Mary Hall, Health and Welfare Director stated that the Board asked all department heads
to cut where they could. Each and every one of us could be seconds from disaster. Many more
people are receiving help in food, fuel, medication, electricity, etc. To recoup some of the funds
expended, homes may be attached or other repayment options are utilized. Ann Tierno
explained the budget that was passed was not the one that the budget committee recommended.
Mr. Lazott explained that if the original budget request from the Selectmen had been passed, they
would not have had to go to the DRA for additional funds. Mrs. Byrd stated she gets many phone
calls from people stating they cannot afford any more. We should approve the budget the
committee has recommended to help all of us. Mr. Lazott stated DRA recommended that we
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asked for $80,000.00. Joe Hayden explained he is on a fixed income, agrees the Board of
Selectmen are doing a great job, but the citizens do not have money and the rest of the country is
cutting back. We must reduce the burden on our town. Ginny Clifford-St. Martin stated we are
between a rock and a hard place. We choose to make do. We need to find a way to keep basic
services. Ken Goekjian explained he has been unemployed for over three months, but he is a
little concerned that if we keep cutting line items, and deferring them, we will end up paying more
in the long run. Ann Tierno called the question, seconded by Judy Szot. Tom St. Martin asked if
the petitioners would agree to a vote by show of ballots. The petitioners said no, so a secret
ballot vote was taken on the amendment. The vote on the amendment : yes 69 no 59 The
amendment passed. Rick Lazott moved to call the question, seconded by Rick Mitchell. The
vote to call the question passed by a show of hands. A secret ballot vote was taken on the
amended article. Yes 90 No 40 The amended article will be placed on the ballot.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand
Dollars ($4,000) for the Fitts Museum. Said funds to be expended under the direction of the
Trustees of the Fitts Museum. (By request of the Trustees of the Fitts Museum.) Motion was
made by Carleton Robie, seconded by Rick Lazott to accept the article as read. There was no
discussion. Vote was taken by a show of ballots. The article passed and will be placed on the
ballot.
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred
Dollars ($500) and to place said funds in the expendable general fund trust fund known as the
Playground Maintenance Fund, established pursuant to RSA 31:19-a at the March, 1998 Town
Meeting. The purpose of this fund is for replacement of the surface of the playground and
upkeep of equipment with the Selectmen appointed as agents. Recommended by the Budget
Committee & Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Motion to accept the article as read
was made by Carleton Robie, seconded by Joe Duarte. Marcia Marcotte asked if there was
money in the budget already. Mr. Robie explained the money had been expended last year and
this was to replenish the fund. There was no discussion on the article. Vote was by a show of
ballots. The article passed and will be placed on the ballot.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty-Five
Thousand Dollars ($55,000) to cover the reimbursable costs associated with Police activities,
including but not limited to Police Special Details and grant programs. Said funds to be
expended under the direction of the Board of Selectmen. (By request of the Chief of Police)
Rick Lazott made the motion to accept , seconded by Fred Kelley. Mr. Lazott explained the
article was a wash. Chief McGillen explained they have mandatory details with utility companies,
and that the monies get reimbursed by the utility companies. James Grace requested the article
be amended to reduce the article by $5,000.00 to $50,000.00, seconded by Felix Shepard.
Marcia Marcotte asked how much was expended last year? The answer was $31,429.00. Chief
McGillen explained there were new detail ordinances this year that required them to be there for
utility companies. Ingrid Byrd asked where the money goes that was not expended last year and
was told the General Fund. Chief McGillen asked if the monies appropriated were not enough
where would the extra come from? Attorney Mayer explained it would have to come from his
budget. Mrs. Penfield explained the money appropriated would all come back to the Town. Mr.
Grace stated we needed to pick up some of the money to fund other non-Budget Committee
recommended warrant articles. There was no further discussion on the amendment. When
voted on by a counted show of hands the amendment fails. The assembly then moved to a vote
on the article. Vote was by show of hands, the article passed and will be placed on the ballot.
Robert Martel wished to make a motion to reconsider Article 15, seconded by Tom St. Martin.
Mr. Goekjian explained the 10% rule is part of the law which deals with budget committees. Rick
Mitchell stated it was incumbent on the selectmen to explain the effect of the 10% rule. Ron
Thomas suggested that the meeting consider the other articles first and then see what we need
towards the end. Mr. Martel and Mr. St. Martin agreed to table the article, the motion passed by a
show of ballots.
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ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy-Five
Thousand Dollars ($75,000) for excess winter road maintenance, these funds will not be used
unless the operating winter maintenance funds are exhausted. This will be a non-transferable
appropriation. Said funds to be expended under the direction of the Board of Selectmen. (By
request of the Road Agent) Recommended by the Budget Committee & Recommended by
the Board of Selectmen. Tom Giffen moved the article as written, seconded by Mr. Lazott. Mr.
Giffen explained there were increases in the price of sand and salt. There was no discussion.
When put to a vote, the motion passed and the article will be placed on the ballot.
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000) for the second phase of reconstruction on Patten Hill Road.
Said funds to be expended under the direction of the Board of Selectmen. (By request of the
Road Agent) Tom Giffen moved the article as read. Fred Kelley seconded the motion. Mr.
Lazott felt we could skip this article this year, due to the economy. There was no further
discussion Vote was by a show of ballots. The article passed and will be placed on the ballot.
ARTICLE 21 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred
Twenty-Five Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty-Five Dollars ($125,955) for the operating
expenses of the Smyth Public Library. Said funds are to be expended under the direction of the
Smyth Public Library Association. (By request of the Board of Trustees of the Smyth Public
Library.) Motion to accept the article as read was made by Tom Giffen and seconded by Rick
Mitchell. Mr. Mitchell explained that the budget is the same amount as last year and any money
left over at the end of the year will be turned back to the Town. There was no further discussion.
Vote was taken by a show of hands. The article passed and will be placed on the ballot.
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy-Five
Thousand Dollars ($75,000) to be deposited in the Capital Reserve Fund, established under
RSA 35:1 at the March 1991 Town Meeting, for the future purchase of fire apparatus and
equipment with the Selectmen appointed as agents. (By request of the Fire Chief)
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee & Not Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen. Motion was made by Joe Duarte, seconded by Fred Kelley to accept the article as
read. Rudy Cartier moved to amend the article to Fifty Thousand Dollars and no cents
($50,000.00), seconded by Denise Wilson. Bob Martel explained the Department was planning
on spending the money on a piece of apparatus they really need. There was no further
discussion. Vote on the amendment was taken by a show of ballots. The amendment passed.
Mr. Lazott stated that neither the Selectmen nor the Budget Committee recommended this at the
time. Mrs. Wilson explained that when this fund was established it was to help save the tax
payers money. When the "bread truck" was purchased it was to fill past needs. The truck must
be replaced for emergency services. Rick Mitchell feels this is proper budgeting. Vote was taken
on amended Article 22 by a show of ballots. The article passed and will be placed on the ballot
as amended.
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Paid Call compensation system for the
active members of the Town of Candia Fire-Rescue Department effective on July 1, 2009 and
raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) for the period of July
to December 2009. (By request of the Fire Chief) The rates of pay for Department members
shall be dependent on levels of certification as follows:
Base Pay Rate: $12.00/hr
Firefighter I Certification $1 .00
Firefighter II Certification $1.50
Firefighter III Certification $2.00
Commercial Drivers License $0.50
Driver/Operator All Vehicles w/Pumps $1 .00
Emergency Medical Technician I'" Responder $0.50
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Emergency Medical Technician-Basic $1 .00
Emergency Medical Technician-lntenmediate $1 .50
Emergency Medical Technician-Paramedic $2.00
Longevity (5-1 years) $1 .00
Longevity (1 1-15 years) $2.00





Motion was made by Joe Duarte, seconded by Tom Giffen. Rudy Cartier requested the article be
amended to read effective January 1, 2010, seconded by Bob Martel. Mrs. Penfield asked if it
was legal to encumber a future meeting. Attorney Mayer explained there is no appropriation for
this year, so no funds would be expended, and it would not be binding on future meetings. Ingrid
Byrd moved to call the question, seconded by Bob Martel. All were in favor of moving the
question. Vote on the amendment was taken by a show of ballots. Discussion then resumed on
the amended article. Ingrid Byrd then asked to call the question, seconded by Judy Szot. A.
request for secret ballot had been received. Yes 65 No 43. The amended article passed and
will be placed on the ballot as amended.
ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($20,000) for replacement of the roof at the Town of Candia Fire Station. (By
the request of Fire Chief) Joe Duarte made the motion , seconded by Fred Kelley to accept the
article as read. There was no discussion. Vote was taken by a show of ballots. The article
passed and will be placed on the ballot.
ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-One
Thousand Dollars ($31,000) to be placed in the existing Capital Reserve fund for the Future
Revaluation of the municipality. (By request of the Board of Selectmen.) Recommended by the
Budget Committee & Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Motion was made by Rick
Lazott to accept the article as read, seconded by Fred Kelley. There was no discussion. Vote
was by a show of ballots. The article passed and will be placed on the ballot.
ARTICLE 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand
Dollars ($15,000) to allow the town to sponsor a Candia Resident Only Household Hazardous
Waste day(s). One event will be held in the spring with the possibility of a second event In the fall
should funding allow. Motion to accept the article as read was made by Joe Duarte, seconded by
Tom Giffen. Mr. Lazott amended the article to Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars and no
cents ($7,500.00), and also to hold only one event in the early fall. This was seconded by Mr.
Giffen. Paul McHugh explained that we would be better off to hold it in the fall when people have
their waste from summer projects. Vote on the amendment was taken by a show of ballots and
passed. Vote was then taken on the amended article by a show of ballots. The amended article
passed and will be placed on the ballot.
ARTICLE 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000) to be deposited in the expendable trust fund, established under RSA 31:19-a
at the March 2008 Town Meeting, known as the Town Office Building Maintenance Fund for the
purpose of repairing and maintaining the municipal building with the Selectmen appointed as
Agents. (By the request of the Board of Selectmen.) Not Recommended by the Budget
Committee & Recommended by the Board of Selectmen, Motion was made by Rick Lazott,
seconded by Ken Goekjian to reduce the amount to No Dollars and no cents ($0.00). Mr.
Lazott explained that there is $32,279.65 in the Trust Fund. There was no further discussion.
Vote was taken by a show of hands. The article passed and will be placed on the ballot.
ARTICLE 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eighteen
Thousand Dollars ($18,000) for a portion of the operating expenses of the Candia Youth Athletic
Association. Said funds are to be expended under the direction of the Candia Youth Athletic
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Association Board of Directors in accordance with approved budgets. (By the request of the
Board of Directors of the Candia Youth Athletic Association.) Motion to accept the article as read
was made by Tom Giffen, seconded by Joe Duarte. Tom Giffen moved to amend the article to
$3,680.00, seconded by Joe Duarte. Paul Leblond, who is on the CYAA board, explained that it
is run by volunteers and the money helps to offset expenses. Ann Teirno asked what the CYAA
charges Candia participants? Teams are charged the same amount. Ginny Clifford-St. Martin
feels what we pay to support the facility is far less than what it would cost to build a new one.
Sharon Dewitt feels her children gain a lot from the CYAA and wholeheartedly supports them.
Barbara Reczkowski also supports them and feels it is a good place to go. John Richter feels
that donating the money to keep the facility running is a good investment. We should continue to
support it. This is just a small portion of what it costs to run the facility. Sharon Dewitt urges that
we do not support the amendment. There was no further discussion. Vote was taken by a show
of ballots. The amendment fails. A standing vote was taken. Yes 47 No 54 The article fails.
Ingrid Byrd moved the article to read $1.00, seconded by Judy Szot. Sharon Dewitt urges a no
vote on the amendment. Ken Goekjian said this is how SB2 works. This meeting writes the
ballot. Ingrid Byrd wanted to be sure the whole article is in the town report. Paul Leblond wants
the opportunity to let the people of the town vote on this in March on the ballot. Denise Wilson
states it is an insult to the CYAA to reduce the amount to $1 .00. Judy Szot moved to call the
question, seconded by Ingrid Byrd. The motion for calling the question passes. Vote was then
taken on the amended article. Vote was by a show of ballots. The amendment fails. Denise
Wilson proposed to amend the article to $10,000.00, seconded by Len Wilson. Mrs. Wilson
stated the amount would help the CYAA and show our support. Boyd Chivers feels we should
give them $3,600.00. Sharon Dewitt feels where articles are placed on the warrant have a direct
impact on how we vote. There was no further discussion. Vote was taken by a show of ballots
on the Ten Thousand Dollars and no cents ($10,000.00) amendment. A standing vote was
taken Yes 54 No 49 The amendment passed. Vote was then taken on the amended article by
standing. Yes 57 No 47 The amended article passed and will be placed on the ballot.
Ken Goekjian moved to take Article 15 off the table, seconded by Ingrid Byrd. Vote was taken by
a show of ballots. The motion passes. We will now vote to reconsider Article 15. A standing
vote was taken. Yes 56 No 36 The motion to reconsider Article 15 passed. Ken Goekjian
moved to change the amount to Two Million Five Hundred Twenty Five Thousand Two
Hundred Sixty-Five Dollars and no cents ( $2,525,265.00), seconded by Clark Thyng. Kim
Byrd suggested we cut by line item. Bob Martel spoke in favor of Mr. Goekjian's amendment. A
secret ballot vote was taken, since a request was previously received for a secret ballot vote on
all items dealing with Article 15. Yes 87 No 20 The amendment passes. Discussion on
the amended article the resumed. The group requesting the secret ballot vote rescinded their
request, therefore a standing vote was taken on the amended article. Yes 80 No 12 The
amended article passes. Ken Goekjian moved to restrict reconsideration of articles 12 through
28, seconded by Fred Kelley. There was no objection from the assembly.
ARTICLE 29: Are you in favor of constructing a swap shop at the Candia Recycling Facility
located on 29 Deer Run Road at a cost of $15,000.00? (Article by Petition) Al Couch moved the
article as read, seconded by Paul McHugh. Kim Byrd asked if the article had any legal standing.
Attorney Mayer explained the article goes on the warrant but there will be no money raised this
year due to the wording on the warrant. Al Couch explained there is a huge savings in not
sending these items to a landfill and we can run a good swap shop without spending money. Ann
Tierno stated this article is only asking for an advisory opinion, not funding at this time. There
was no further discussion. The article was passed and will be placed on the ballot.
ARTICLE 30: Under the provisions of RSA 32:14 V, Are you in favor of rescinding the adoption
of the budget committee? (Article by Petition) Ken Goekjian moved to accept the article as read,
seconded by Mary Hall. Joseph Hayden asked about changing the word rescind to something
else. Attorney Mayer explained that the language in the RSA to adopt or rescind a budget
committee is very clear and the wording rescind should not be changed to some other word.
There was no further discussion. The article passed and will be placed on the ballot.
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ARTICLE 31: "Shall the town vote to fund the Conservation Commission Fund with an amount
not to exceed twenty five thousand dollars ($25,000) annually? Said funding shall come primarily
from the Conservation Commission's escrow account (if one exists) until depleted, and then
secondarily from the Land Use Change Tax (LUCT) annual revenues, not to exceed twenty five
percent (25%) of said revenues, nor exceed twenty five thousand dollars ($25,000). All LUCT
funds remaining after funding the Conservation Commission Fund shall be placed In the General
Fund to reduce property tax." (Presently, the Conservation Commission receives 100% of the
LUCT with no cap.)
Furthermore, the Conservation Commission Funds shall only be used for the acquisition of
donated land and donated Conservation Easements. The money is not to be used to partner with
any other group nor will it be used for any purpose external to Candia. This Article will take effect
immediately upon passing. Acceptance of this Article repeals Article 14 voted at the 2001 Annual
Town Meeting. (Article by Petition) Motion was made by Richard Zang, seconded by Ingrid Byrd
to accept the article as read. Rick Zang the proposed the following amendment: Shall the Town
vote to change the funding of the Conservation Commission Fund-presently one hundred percent
(100%) for the Land Use Change Tax (LUCT) with no cap, to an amount not to exceed 25% of
LUCT revenues, nor exceed Twenty Five Thousand Dollars $25,000.00. All LUCT funds
remaining after funding the Conservation Commission Fund shall be placed in the General Fund
to reduce property taxes. Presently, the Conservation Commission fund is in excess of
$800,000.00. Betsy Kruse explained the money would not have been accumulating in the
General Fund. Some of the money is encumbered for properties that are being negotiated on
presently. The Land Use Change Tax is the way to budget to maintain open spaces in the Town
of Candia. It is important to keep land undeveloped in exchange for the land that is sold for
development. The LUCT is a way to maintain open space without raising taxes. Joe Duarte
explained that we are losing revenues and we need to find ways to offset things. Don Swiatek
asked if we are taking money out of the fund as it exists, and was told no. Bob Martel asked if the
encumbered property is in Candia and was told it is. Felix Shepard stated we need a say in how
the land is used. Ingrid Byrd feels the money when current use land is taken out of Current Use
should go back to the town. She is also concerned that this also encourages cluster
development. Ginny St. Martin-Clifford stated she is definitely in favor of conservation. We need
to look at things differently. Conservation is an important part of that. Ed Fowler explained that
any time the Conservation Commission preserves land, the residents are allowed to use it in any
method allowed by law. He also stated cluster development is a good alternative that conserves
open space and adds to the tax rolls as well. Rick Lazott stated he has a problem with the control
of the conservation funds. The commission has a right to spend that money without approval of
the Selectmen. He feels the people should vote on how the money should be spent. Sharon
Dewitt feels that open space is very important. She lives in a cluster development, is taxed at the
same rate as the other Candia residents, and appreciates the open space. She feels we should
continue to support open space. Tom St. Martin asked about the encumbered funds and felt Mr.
Zang did not correctly and accurately present the true amount in his explanation. He asked Mr.
Zang to change his amendment, to more accurately reflect the amount of unencumbered funds.
Mr. Zang said no. Mr. Zang explained he is not against conservation, but he feels there should
be a cap. Attorney Mayer explained that the current article, for the most part is illegal and
unenforceable. The amendment, though, deals with the amount that would be set aside from the
land use change tax into the fund and it is perfectly legal. Mr. Byrd felt that some of the articles
are at direct cross purposes. Ingrid Byrd agrees with Mr. Zang. She feels the Commission
should come before the Town before spending money. The residents should have the right to
say what land should be protected. Ingrid Byrd called the question, seconded by Judy Szot. The
assembly agreed to calling the question. Vote was then taken on Mr. Zang's amendment to
Article 31 by a hand count. Yes 49 No 28 The amendment was adopted. There was no
further discussion on the amended article. A standing hand count was then taken on the
amended Article 31. Yes 49 No 28. The article passes and will be placed on the ballot as
amended.
Motion to block reconsideration of the article was made by Rick Lazott, seconded by Ingrid Byrd.
When voted on, the motion passed. Reconsideration was blocked.
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ARTICLE 32: "Shall the town vote to cap the Conservation Commission Fund to fifty thousand
dollars ($50,000) except for monies already encumbered, and accordingly, to require the
Conservation Commission to establish an interest-bearing escrow account for the remainder of
the Conservation Commission funds to be used solely for annual replenishment of the
Conservation Commission Fund?"
The funding of the escrow account will be one time only, will not receive any additional funding
from the town after its establishment, and the money is not to be used except for annual
replenishment of the Conservation Commission Fund. If said account ever becomes exhausted,
it will not be reestablished. The Article to take effect immediately upon the fund shall passing.
(Article by Petition) Motion was made by Rick Zang, seconded by Ingrid Byrd to accept the article
as read. Mr. Zang wished to amend the article as follows: Shall the Town vote to establish a
threshold for the Conservation Commission Fund, wherein the fund shall be replenished from the
Land Use Change Tax (LUCT) revenues at the beginning of each fiscal year. Said threshold
shall be Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) and be implemented as follows: in any year the
fund falls below Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00), the fund shall be replenished (ie brought
back to $50,000.00 threshold) if possible, from LUCT revenues. Town Councel Bart Mayer made
the following statement: I understand that you just voted in the previous article to put money in
the Conservation Fund from the Land Use Change Tax. Now there are two competing articles.
The Town has voted to reduce the land use tax in the article 31. Mr. Zang stated that article 32,
is putting a limitation on the amount and he does not feel it is competing at all. Attorney Mayer
stated he sees something illegal right away when Mr. Zang says there is a cap on the amount
that can be in the account Mr. Zang explained he just said that in colloquial speech. Attorney
Mayer again spoke, stating he read the last amendment that was proposed. Article 31 says 25%
of the Land Use Change Tax is being set aside or $25,000.00. Article 32 is saying that there is
no money to be deposited into the account unless it is at $50,000.00 or less. The problem is that
Article 31 is saying put it in regardless of the limitation and this article is saying don't put it
because there is a limitation. Mr. Zang countered that there were two words that are very
important; at the very bottom he has "if possible". Mr. Zang said meaning if we don't violate any
warrant articles that have been approved by the Town. He said there might not be funds
available, however Attorney Mayer asked what if there are more than enough funds available?
Attorney Mayer then restated the following for the record: In Article 31 the Town has voted to
present to the citizens reducing the amount of money coming from the Land Use Change Tax to
$25,000.00 or 25% not greater than. The next article (Article 32) is intended to bear upon the
previous article by saying, however, if the is $50,000.00 in the Conservation Fund, then no Land
Use Change Tax may be deposited. Mr. Zang asked if the wording was legally OK for that intent.
Councel Mayer replied that as long as we have clearly written in the minutes the explanation of
what the intention of everyone is, and everyone understands here, then he can live with it. What
distresses him is when he has two competing articles is that five years from now when someone
says so what did the Town Meeting do, and the poor attorney looks and says I couldn't tell you,
they did two things. With this in mind, this should clarify it enough to satisfy his concerns. Mr.
Zang explained that Article 32 is putting a limitation on the funds from Article 31 . As long as there
is $50,000.00 in the Conservation Fund, then they don't get any of the money from the Land Use
Change Tax. Mr. Zang further explained that there is new legislation from the State, Senate Bill
381, which refers specifically and only to Conservation Commissions throughout the State, Town
Attorneys have had disagreements about interpreting Conservation Commission laws. It has
been far from clear what Conservation Commissions are allowed to do and not allowed to do.
Senate Bill 381 is supposed to clear up this confusion. Mr. Zang feels the bill is very confusing.
He feels the commissions are very autonomous. Our hands are tied by State Statutes. Caria
Penfield stated she feels if we put this cap on, will it prevent the Commission from doing further
important projects? Mr. Zang explained the fund would only allow up to $50,000.00 from land use
change tax. Ken Goekjian has a problem with this article. We are limiting the Conservation
Commission. Right now they can take advantage of things that come up. They are appointed by
the Board of Selectmen. We need to trust them to do their job, and not limit them. Rick Lazott
requested to move the question, seconded by Mrs. Byrd. The assembly agreed. Vote was then
taken on the amendment. A standing hand vote was taken. Yes 37 No 34 The amendment is
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adopted. Discussion on the amended article began. Ken Goel<jian wished to amend the article
To See If....seconded by Tom Giffen. Mr. Goekjian explained this article is very confusing. Rick
Zang stated it needed to be confusing. Mr. Hayden feels this is a very confusing article and we
will end up in litigation. Vote on the amendment was taken by a count of ballots. Yes 40 No 28
Vote on the amended article by a count of ballots was Yes 39 No 24. The amended article
passed and will be placed on the ballot as amended.
ARTICLE 33: "Shall the town vote to Amend RSA 36-A:5, II to read as follows? This Article to
take effect immediately upon passing.
II. The town treasurer, pursuant to RSA 41:29 shall have custody of all moneys in the
conservation fund and shall pay out the same only upon order of the Board of Selectmen. The
disbursement of conservation funds shall be authorized by a majority of the Board of Selectmen.
Prior to the use of such funds for the purchase of any interest in real property, the conservation
commission shall hold a public hearing with notice in accordance with RSA 675:7. (Article by
Petition) Motion to adopt the article as follows was made by Tom Giffen To See If....seconded by
Clark Thyng. Mr.Lazott explained the way the article was written is illegal. Vote on the amended
article was by show of hands. The article passed and will be placed on the ballot.
ARTICLE 34: "Shall the town vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 36-A:4 Powers?" This article
to take effect immediately upon passing.
Said commission may receive gifts of money, personal property, real property, and water rights,
either within or outside the boundaries of the municipality, by gift, grant, bequest, or devise,
subject to the approval of the local governing body, such gifts to be managed and controlled by
the commission for the purposes of this section. Said commission may acquire in the name of
the town, subject to the approval of the local governing body, by purchase, the fee in such land or
water rights within the boundaries of the municipality, or any lesser interest, development right,
easement, covenant, or other contractual right including conveyances with conditions, limitations,
or reversions, as may be necessary to acquire, maintain, improve, protect, or limit the future use
of or otherwise conserve and properly utilize open spaces and other land and water areas with
their town, and shall manage and control the same, but the town or commission shall not have
right to condemn property for these purposes. (Article by Petition) Motion was made by Rick
Zang, seconded by Rick Lazott. Mr. Zang stated this article is copied directly from SB381, and it
is a good thing. Mr. Giffen felt this was redundant as we already voted to do this when the
commission was first created. Mr. Zang explained this was amending the original article. Mr.
Giffen referred to SB381. Attorney Mayer explained this article tweaks the authority of the
Commission and supplies additional authority. Rick Lazott moved the question, seconded by
Fred Kelley. The motion passed. Vote was then taken on Article 34 by a show of hands. The
article passes and will be placed on the ballot.
ARTICLE 35: "Shall the town vote to rescind the provisions of RSA 36-A:4-a Optional Powers?"
This article to take effect immediately upon passing.
The purpose of this Article is to prohibit the Conservation Commission from expending funds: (1)
To purchase interest in any lands external to Candia and; (2) For contributions to "qualified
organizations," for the purchase of property interests, or facilitating transactions related thereto,
where the town has no interest. (Article by Petition) Motion by Rick Zang, seconded by Ingrid
Byrd. Ginny Clifford-St. Martin asked if this would mean that we couldn't participate with other
towns to jointly purchase properties. Betsy Kruse explained these are optional powers, and the
conservation commission is not purchasing properties outside of Candia. Attorney Mayer stated
this article asks to rescind power that has not yet been granted. He does not know how this is
done. He tried his best and suggested to the Selectmen that they insert an editorial statement, a
parenthetical underneath the article that says the intent of the meeting so folks know what they
are voting on and what they intend to do. If this article passes it is prospectively repealing the
next question. Article 36. Attorney Mayer also explained he also wanted to avoid a costly fight on
understanding what this was intending to do, but standing alone he does not see how power not
yet granted can be repealed. This is a little bizarre. Betsy Kruse asked if it was voted in, would it
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be valid? Attorney Mayer explained you should read Article 35 as strictly repealing Article 36,
nothing more, nothing less. Betsy Kruse explained we would be forced to accept liability on a
current project that involves another Town. She also gave examples of where we might want to
hold property interests outside of Candia. Mr. Lazott stated he does not want to see Candia tax
dollars spent outside of our boundaries. Ed Fowler explained the Conservation Commission's
authority. Mr. Fowler stated that what this article does is not allow the Commission to purchase
property easements without the approval of the Board of Selectmen. Mr. St. Martin stated the
wording is not clear as to whether we have easements or property interests. Mr. Fowler stated
they would need to go to the Board of Selectmen to get approval. Mr. Zang read his
interpretation of the powers, and these would be decided on the ballot in March. Tom Giffen
wished to offer the following amendment To See If...., seconded by Judi Lindsey. Mr. Giffen
wished to reiterate that it is impossible to rescind something that has never been adopted. Vote
on the amendment was taken by a show of ballots Yes 27 No 35 The amendment fails. Judy
Szot motioned to call the question, seconded by seconded by Rick Lazott. The call to question
passes. A standing vote was taken. Yes 38 No 27 The article passed and will be placed on
the ballot.
(If Article 35 passes, then an affirmative vote on this article will rescind Article 36)
ARTICLE 36: "To see if the Town will adopt the provisions of RSA 36-A:4-a, 1(b) to authorize the
Consen/ation Commission to expend funds for contributions to qualified organizations for the
purchase of property interests, or facilitating transactions related thereto, where the property
interest is to be held by the qualified organization and the town will retain no interest in the
property." (Article by Petition) Motion was made by Ed Fowler and seconded by Tom Giffen to
accept the article as read. Mr. Fowler explained that if this is approved at the March election, it
will help people facilitate transactions with their land, but a public hearing will still be required.
There was no further discussion. Vote was by a show of ballots. The article passed and will be
placed on the ballot.
Selectman Lazott wished to be recognized to speak. He explained that Selectmen's Assistant,
Dawn Chabot is going to be leaving the Town of Candia . He spoke for the entire Board of
Selectmen in expressing their gratitude for her many years of service to the Town. She will be
missed.
In other business, Moderator Scott Tierno entertained nominations from the floor for the
traditional positions of Hog Reeve, Viewer of Fences, and Scaler of Timber. The following
persons were unanimously chosen for those positions:
Reeve of Hogs: Richard Zang
Viewers of Fences: Cheryl & Peter Bond
Scalers of Timber: Carleton and Rita Robie
Motion to adjourn was made by Ken Goekjian, seconded by Ingrid Byrd. The assembly voted
unanimously to adjourn. The meeting adjourned at 5:18PM.
Respectfully Submjltgd
iyChristine Dupere
\in Clerk of Candia
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2009 TOWN OF CANDIA WARRANT
State of New Hampshire
First Session:
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Candia, in the County of Rockingham, in said State, qualified to
vote on Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Moore School Auditorium in said Candia, on Saturday, the 31^^ day of
January, 2009 at 9 am. This session shall consist of explanation, discussion and deliberation of the
Warrant Articles numbered 3 through 36. The Warrant Articles may be amended subject to the following
limitations: (a) Warrant Articles whose wording is prescribed by law shall not be amended, and (b)
Warrant Articles that are amended shall be placed on the official ballot for a final vote on the main motion
as amended.
Second Session:
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Candia, in the County of Rockingham, in said State, qualified to
vote on Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Moore School Auditorium in said Candia, on Tuesday, the 10'*" day of
March, 2009. This session shall be the Voting session to act on all Warrant Articles, as amended,
including the proposed budget, as a result of the action of the "First Session". The Polls will be open from
6:00 am to 7:00 pm
ARTICLE 1 : To choose the following Town Officers for the year ensuing:
Selectman - 3 year term, vote for Two
Tax Collector - 3 year term, vote for One
Trustee of Trust Funds - 3 year term, vote for One
Superintendent of Cemeteries - 1 year term, vote for One
Planning Board - 3 year term, vote for Two
Municipal Budget Committee - 3 year term, vote for Two
Municipal Budget Committee - 2 year term, vote for One
Municipal Budget Committee - 1 year term, vote for One
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following changes in the Candia Zoning
Ordinances:
ZONING AMENDMENT #1: Article V: Use Regulations: To amend Section 5.02 A-3 Tvpe of Land Use : To
amend A-3 to allow 2 Family & Multi family in MX Zone (mixed use zone) by special exception.
(PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
ZONING AMENDMENT #2 - Article XIII: Special Exception Uses: Section 13.04. E.3: Accessorv
Dwelling Units: To amend by adding "heated living":
"There shall be a maximum of 600 sq ft of heated living space in the accessory unit." (PROPOSED AND
RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
ZONING AMENDMENT #3 - Article V: Use Regulations: Section 5.04 Conditional Use Permit. 3.
Procedure: To amend by replacing "er" with "and':
"The Planning Board shall act upon the application for a conditional Use Permit in accordance with the
submission and the procedural requirements of the Board's Site Plan Regulations er and the Board's
Subdivision Regulations, as applicable." (PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING
BOARD)
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ZONING AMENDMENT #4 - Article V: Use Regulations: Conditional Use Permit Standards for
Elderly Housing:
Section 5.04 - 6. Modification of Conditional Use Permits : To amend by replacing existing paragraph with the
following:
"All alterations or modifications of the plans shall be in accordance with Section 18.05 of the Subdivision
Regulations.
"
(Subdivision Regulations 18.05 Modification of Design and Improvements : All alterations or modifications of
the plans not approved by the Town Engineer, Road Agent, or Fire Chief need approval by the Planning
Board, and copies of proposed changes must be given to the Road Agent and Town Engineer if necessary
before the alterations are made. If at any time before or during the construction of the subdivision the
Applicant determines that unforeseen conditions make it necessary or desirable to modify the location or
design of any of the required improvements or installations, the Board may authorize such modification
which shall be set forth in writing and signed by the Chairman of the Planning Board. No revision to
approved plans shall be valid or binding until approved by the Planning Board.)
(PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
ZONING AMENDMENT #5 - Article V: Use Regulations: Conditional Use Permit Standards for
Elderly Housing:
Section 5.04 Conditional Use Permit : Amend to add paragraph #10:
"10. Waivers Compliance with the individual provisions of this ordinance shall constitute the conditions
required for the issuance of a Conditional Use Permit. Any provision of this ordinance may be waived, when,
upon the application by the applicant to the Planning Board, the Board shall determine in its sole discretion
1) that requiring compliance with the particular provision for the granting of a Conditional Use Permit would
create an unreasonable hardship and 2) that the application would be consistent with the spirit and intent of
this ordinance. Requests for waivers must be written and the Planning Board must vote on each waiver
request at a properly noticed public hearing." (PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING
BOARD)
ZONING AMENDMENT #6 - Article V: Use Regulations:
Section 5.05. Conditional Use Permit Review Criteria: To amend by replacing existing paragraph with the
following:
"No portion of the proposed development that is altered, cleared or within 50 feet of the outside face of a
building or edge of road shall be located within an identified floodplain or area designated as having a 1%
annual chance of flooding as provided on the FEMA flood insurance maps prepared for the Town of
Candia." (PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
ZONING AMENDMENT #7 - Article V: Use Regulations:
Section 5.06 Conditional Use Permit Standards, Elderlv Housing : 7b and 9.
7.b Maximum Densitv for Detached Single-Family and Attached Duplex Sinale-Familv Dwellings . To amend
by deleting the second sentence in paragraph 3 and delete paragraph 4:
"Buildable shall be defined in Article III, Definitions of this Zoning Ordinance. I n no case sha ll any l ot be
loss than 1 acre for a detached s ing le family dwe lling or 2 acres for an attached dup lex dwe l li ng.
Per Sect ion 2.05: Bu ild ings on Ono Lot of th is Zon ing Ord inance , thoro sha ll bo on ly ono reside nt ia l
bu ild ing on a l ot unloss othopivise approved under Innovat ive Land U se Contro l s. Soo Sect ion 13.04 E
9. Minimum Lot Frontage to amend by replacing existing wording with the following:
"M in imum lot frontage sha ll be 100 feet ." "In the case of Elderly Housing not under a condominium form of
ownership, minimum lot frontage shall be 100 feet."
(PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
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ZONING AMENDMENT #8: Article V: Use Regulations: Section 5.06: Conditional Use Permit Standards .
Elderly Housing - 13, 14 and 26:
13. Minimum Dwelling Size: To amend by deleting
"
twolvo hundred (1,200)" and replacing with "eight
hundred (800)":
"Each dwelling unit shall contain at least twe lve hundred (1,200) eight hundred (800) square feet of living
space."
14. Maximum Building Height: To amend by deleting entire paragraph and replacing with the following
wording:
"All bui ld ings sha ll be s ingle story in height. A ll bu ildings sha ll be s ingle story above grade (basement is
considered a story)." "All buildings shall be a single story above grade in height.
"
26. Common Land/Open Space: To amend paragraph one by replacing the percentage of the slopes from
"20%" to "25%":
To amend paragraph three by changing the word
"
subdiv is ion " to "development':
(PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Twenty-Five
Dollars ($225) in continuation of its support of the Retired and Senior Volunteer Program. (By request of
the Retired and Senior Volunteer Program, Sponsored by the Portsmouth Housing Authority.)
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Hundred Twenty-
Five Dollars ($325) in continuation of its support of the YWCA Crisis Service. (By request of YWCA of
Manchester.)
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Hundred Fifty
Dollars ($450) in continuation of its support of the Greater Manchester Chapter of the American Red
Cross. (By request of the Greater Manchester Chapter of the American Red Cross.)
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six Hundred Sixty-Two
Dollars ($662) in continuation of its support of the Rockingham Nutrition & Meals on Wheels Program.
(By request of the Rockingham Nutrition & Meals on Wheels Program.)
ARTICLE 7: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Hundred Dollars
($700) in continuation of it support of the Aids Response-Seacoast. (By request of Aids Response-
Seacoast.)
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars
($1,000) in continuation of its support of the Child and Family Services of New Hampshire. (By request of
the Child and Family Services of New Hampshire.)
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars
Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500) in continuation of its support of the Child Advocacy Center of
Rockingham County. (By request of the Child Advocacy Center of Rockingham County.)
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Four
Hundred Dollars ($1,400) in continuation of its support of the Area HomeCare & Family Services, Inc.
(By request of the Area HomeCare & Family Services, Inc.)
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Thousand Eight
Hundred Twenty-Eight Dollars ($3,828) in continuation of its support of the Visiting Nurse Association
of Greater Manchester & Southern New Hampshire. (By request of the Visiting Nurse Association.)
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Dollars
($4,000) in continuation of its support of Lamprey Health Care. (By request of Lamprey Health Care.)
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ARTICLE 13: To see To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six Thousand
Eight Hundred Seven Dollars ($6,807) in continuation of its support of Rockingham County Community
Action Program. (By request of Rockingham County Community Action.)
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars
($500) in support of CASA "Court Appointed Special Advocates For Children ". (By request of CASA)
ARTICLE 15: Shall the Town of Candia raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set
forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes
set forth therein, totaling Two Million Three Hundred Seventeen Thousand Seven Hundred Seventy-
one Dollars and Twelve Cents ($2,317,771.12)? Should this article be defeated, the default budget
shall be Two Million Three Hundred Fifty-five Thousand Four Hundred Ten Dollars ($2,355,410.00),
which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town of
Candia or by law; or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X
and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Dollars
($4,000) for the Fitts Museum. Said funds to be expended under the direction of the Trustees of the Fitts
Museum. (By request of the Trustees of the Fitts Museum.)
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars
($500) and to place said funds in the expendable general fund trust fund known as the Playground
Maintenance Fund, established pursuant to RSA 31:19-a at the March, 1998 Town Meeting. The
purpose of this fund is for replacement of the surface of the playground and upkeep of equipment with the
Selectmen appointed as agents. Recommended by the Budget Committee & Recommended by the
Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty-Five Thousand
Dollars ($55,000) to cover the reimbursable costs associated with Police activities, including but not
limited to Police Special Details and grant programs. Said funds to be expended under the direction of
the Board of Selectmen. (By request of the Chief of Police)
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy-Five Thousand
Dollars ($75,000) for excess winter road maintenance, these funds will not be used unless the operating
winter maintenance funds are exhausted. This will be a non-transferable appropriation. Said funds to be
expended under the direction of the Board of Selectmen. (By request of the Road Agent)
Recommended by the Budget Committee & Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($150,000) for the second phase of reconstruction on Patten Hill Road. Said funds to
be expended under the direction of the Board of Selectmen. (By request of the Road Agent)
ARTICLE 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Twenty-
Five Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty-Five Dollars ($125,955) for the operating expenses of the Smyth
Public Library. Said funds are to be expended under the direction of the Smyth Public Library
Association. (By request of the Board of Trustees of the Smyth Public Library.)
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy-Five Thousand
Dollars ($75,000) to be deposited in the Capital Reserve Fund, established under RSA 35:1 at the March
1991 Town Meeting, for the future purchase of fire apparatus and equipment with the Selectmen
appointed as agents. (By request of the Fire Chief)
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee & Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
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ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Paid Call compensation system for the active
members of the Town of Candia Fire-Rescue Department effective on July 1, 2009 and raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) for the period of July to December
2009. (By request of the Fire Chief) The rates of pay for Department members shall be dependent on
levels of certification as follows:
Base Pay Rate:
ARTICLE 30: Under the provisions of RSA 32:14 V, Are you in favor of rescinding tine adoption of the
budget committee? (Article by Petition)
ARTICLE 31: "Shall the town vote to fund the Conservation Commission Fund with an amount not to
exceed twenty five thousand dollars ($25,000) annually? Said funding shall come primarily from the
Conservation Commission's escrow account (if one exists) until depleted, and then secondarily from the
Land Use Change Tax (LUCT) annual revenues, not to exceed twenty five percent (25%) of said
revenues, nor exceed twenty five thousand dollars ($25,000). All LUCT funds remaining after funding the
Conservation Commission Fund shall be placed in the General Fund to reduce property tax." (Presently,
the Conservation Commission receives 100% of the LUCT with no cap.)
Furthermore, the Conservation Commission Funds shall only be used for the acquisition of donated land
and donated Conservation Easements. The money is not to be used to partner with any other group nor
will it be used for any purpose external to Candia. This Article will take effect immediately upon passing.
Acceptance of this Article repeals Article 14 voted at the 2001 Annual Town Meeting. (Article by Petition)
ARTICLE 32: "Shall the town vote to cap the Conservation Commission Fund to fifty thousand dollars
($50,000) except for monies already encumbered, and accordingly, to require the Conservation
Commission to establish an interest-bearing escrow account for the remainder of the Conservation
Commission funds to be used solely for annual replenishment of the Conservation Commission Fund?"
The funding of the escrow account will be one time only, will not receive any additional funding from the
town after its establishment, and the money is not to be used except for annual replenishment of the
Conservation Commission Fund. If said account ever becomes exhausted, it will not me reestablished.
The Article to take effect immediately upon passing. (Article by Petition)
ARTICLE 33: "Shall the town vote to Amend RSA 36-A:5, II to read as follows? This Article to take
effect immediately upon passing.
II. The town treasurer, pursuant to RSA 41:29 shall have custody of all moneys In the conservation fund
and shall pay out the same only upon order of the Board of Selectmen. The disbursement of
conservation funds shall be authorized by a majority of the Board of Selectmen. Prior to the use of such
funds for the purchase of any interest in real property, the conservation commission shall hold a public
hearing with notice in accordance with RSA 675:7. (Article by Petition)
ARTICLE 34: "Shall the town vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 36-A:4 Powers?" This article to take
effect immediately upon passing.
Said commission may receive gifts of money, personal property, real property, and water rights, either
within or outside the boundaries of the municipality, by gift, grant, bequest, or devise, subject to the
approval of the local governing body, such gifts to be managed and controlled by the commission for the
purposes of this section. Said commission may acquire in the name of the town, subject to the approval
of the local governing body, by purchase, the fee in such land or water rights within the boundaries of the
municipality, or any lesser interest, development right, easement, covenant, or other contractual right
including conveyances with conditions, limitations, or reversions, as may be necessary to acquire,
maintain, improve, protect, or limit the future use of or otherwise conserve and properly utilize open
spaces and other land and water areas with their town, and shall manage and control the same, but the
town or commission shall not have right to condemn property for these purposes. (Article by Petition)
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ARTICLE 35: "Shall the town vote to rescind the provisions of RSA 36-A:4-a Optional Powers?" This
article to take effect immediately upon passing.
The purpose of this Article is to prohibit the Conservation Commission from expending funds: (1) To
purchase interest in any lands external to Candia and; (2) For contributions to "qualified organizations,"
for the purchase of property interests, or facilitation transactions related thereto, where the town has not
interest. (Article by Petition)
(If Article 35 passes, then an affirmative vote on this article will rescind Article 36)
ARTICLE 36: "To see if the Town will adopt the provisions of RSA 36-A:4-a, !(b) to authorize the
Conservation Commission to expend funds for contributions to qualified organizations for the purchase of
property interests, or facilitating transactions related thereto, where the property interest is to be held by
the qualified organization and the town will retain no interest in the property." (Article by Petition)
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You can not park within 10' of the traveled way, push snow across the road or
snowblow into the road.
There is now a residents only sand & salt pile for personal use behind the Police
Department. Personal use is to be limited to four, five-gallon pails per storm.
Recycling Center sticker permits may be obtained at the Recycling Center and must
be placed on the vehicle and plainly visible. The Town does have mandatory
recycling; you may direct questions on items to be recycled to the Recycling Center
at 483-2892.
Dogs must be licensed with the Town Clerk by April 30'*^ of every year.
Please remember that Candia has a leash law and dogs cannot run at large.
When registering your vehicle, you must bring your old registration with you because
the Town Clerk is now online with the State.
The Food Pantry is now located at the Town Office.
Please remember that No Dogs are allowed in the Holbrook Cemetery and that there
is to be No Thru Traffic.
The Candia Heritage Commission reminds all property owners that it is unlawful to
deface, alter the location of, or permanently remove any portion of any stone wall
bordering or marking the boundary of any road in Candia, without written consent of
the Planning Board and the Board of Selectmen. Help us to preserve Candia's
magnificent stone walls.
2009 Appointed Positions
One Animal Control Officer
Two full-member Conservation Commission positions
Three alternate member Conservation Commission positions
Two full-member Heritage Commission positions
One alternate member Heritage Commission position
Solid Waste Committee member positions
Two full-member Zoning Board positions
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TAX RATE COMPUTATION
TAX RATE $20.90/ $1000
Total Town Appropriation $2,960,706
Less: Revenues -1,379,142
Less: Siiared Revenues -7,886
Add: Overlay 17,263
Add: War Service Credits 68.650
Net Town Appropriation $1 ,659,591
Approved Town Effort $1,659,591
Municipal Tax Rate $4.40
Net Local School Budget $6,999,874
Less: Equitable Education Grant -1,190,259
State Education Taxes -1.010.074
Net School Appropriation $4,799,541
Approved School Effort $4,799,541
Local Education Tax Rate $12.72
State Education Taxes
Equalized Valuation (no utilities) x $2.14
471,997,275 $1,010,074
Divide by local assessed valuation (no utilities)
371,829,421
State School Rate $2.69
Due to County $415,536
Less: Shared Revenues -3.847
Net County Appropriation $41 1 ,689
Approved County Effort $411,689
County Tax Rate $1.09
Approved Town Effort $1,659,591
Approved Local Education Tax 4,799,541
Approved State Education Tax 1 ,01 0,074
Approved County Effort 41 1 .689
TOTAL PROPERTY TAXES ASSESSED $7,880,895
Less War Service Credits -68.650
TOTAL PROPERTY TAX COMMITMENT $7,812,245
Municipal Tax Rate $4.40
Local Education Tax Rate 12.72
State Education Tax Rate 2.69
County Tax Rate 1.09
TOTAL TAX RATE $20.90
NET ASSESSED VALUATION: State Education Tax 374,829,421





17 at $35,000 each =
16 at $55,000 each =








1 at $1 5,000 each = $1 5,000.00
DISABLED EXEMPTION





5 at $2,000 each = $10,000.00























Sex Offender Registration Fees
Ski Program
Special Detail
Subdivision & Site Plan Regulations
Summer Recreation Fees






ANNUAL TOWN FINANCIAL REPORT





Interest and Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 52.250.46
TOTAL $7,878,074.46
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees $781,161.42
Building, Driveway & Fire Permits 21 ,629.61
Other Licenses, Permits, and Fees 13,208.29
TOTAL $815,999.32
FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT &STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Enforcement Patrols Grant 3, 1 38.69
Highway Block Grant 98,800.46
DW I Patrol Grant 1,420.92
OHRV Enforcement Patrol Grant 720.00
Rooms & Meals Tax 183,315.34
Shared Revenue Block Grant 32,196.00
FEMA Grant Estimate for 2008 Ice Storm 29,834.30
State Forest Land Reimbursement 293.03
TOTAL $349,718.74
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS $95,471.50
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES - ALL FUNDS
Cable TV Franchise Tax $32,288.32
Fines & Forfeits 587.33
Interest on Investments 34,969.82
Sale of Town Owned Property 4,301 .00
Welfare Lien Revenue 235.00
TOTAL $72,381.47
TRANSFERS FROM TRUST FUNDS AND CAPITAL RESERVES
Cemetery & Moore Highway Interest $18,066.37
Transfer Station Interest $38,863.36
TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES $9,268,575.22






Election, Registration and Vital Statistics 69,756.49
Financial Administration 37,701.31
Revaluation of Property 5,466.00
Legal Expense 20,044.48
Planning and Zoning 2,431.12
General Government Building 32,802.84
Cemeteries 18,902.37
Insurance & Unemployment Comp. 146,395.35







Emergency Management 1 ,41 7.34
TOTAL $846,349.01
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS




Solid Waste Disposal $336,373.10
HEALTH
Animal Control $9,009.98





Outside Agency Payments 7.116.00
TOTAL $82,874.94
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Parks and Recreation $37,102.69
Library 125,955.00







TRANSFER STATION BOND PRINCIPAL $146,500.00
TRANSFER STATION BOND INTEREST $69,410.31
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Land and improvements $70,500.00
Improvements other than buildings 150.000.00
TOTAL $220,500.00
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Transfers to Capital Reserve Funds $1 10,000.00
TOTAL $110,000.00
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
Taxes paid to County $41 5,536.00
Taxes paid to School District 5.809.61 5.00
TOTAL $6.225.151.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $9,221,662.32
FUND BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 2008 $652,179.22
2008 RESERVE FOR ENCUMBRANCES $14.740.68
GRAND TOTAL $9.888.582.22
RECONCILIATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT LIABILITY
Liability at the beginning of the year $2,153,630.00
ADD: Assessment for the current year 5.809,615.00
Total liability within current year $7,963,245.00
SUBTRACT: Payments made during year -$5.148!630.00
Liability at the end of the year $2,81 4,61 5.00
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GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET


























LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Warrants and Accounts Payable
Bonds Payable
Due to Other Governments
Due to School District



































Beginning of year balances have been changed to reflect that of the 2007 audit and the MS5.
End of year balances are preliminary and unaudited and are subject to change upon completion
of the 2008 audit.
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BOARD OF SELECTMEN REPORT
2008 has passed and seems to have been a very long year. In January we were faced with our
first challenge due to the unfortunate resignation of Town Director Carolyn Emerson after fifteen
years of dedicated service to the Town. After some shifting and hiring the Selectmen's Office
ended up with three employees, Selectmen's Assistant Dawn Chabot, Selectmen's Secretary
Andria Hansen (formerly a member of the Building Dept.), and part-time Finance Director Beth St.
Pierre. Sharon Carrier is our new part-time employee in the Land Use Office. All of the
employees are doing a great job.
In March, Selectman Brennan resigned due to a residency change and the Board appointed
Carleton Robie as his replacement. Carleton is a native of Candia and immediately proved to be
an asset by first working with volunteer David Murray to finish the long overdue Pond Park
Gazebo. Selectman Robie then worked hard in completing the Federal requirements of the Pond
Project which resulted in the $36,425.00 reimbursement.
Due to the economy and a bottom dollar budget - this year was trying. The Town Hall was hit
with unexpected sewer and electrical problems. In addition to that, the town experienced floods,
ice storms and record-breaking snowfalls resulting in an over-expenditure of $124,255 from the
Highway Department bottom line budget. Plus the economic situation brought many people in
town reaching out for direct assistant. Unfortunately, due to unforeseen expenses the Board had
to make an emergency over-expenditure request to the Department of Revenue (DRA). We were
informed by DRA representatives that 27 other communities across the state filed emergency
request as well. Hopefully this year our budget will be enough to cover all of our expenses that
seem to rise each month.
The police and fire departments have been busier this year. Bad economy seems to drive up
crime for all towns.
We did some repairs to the town office building but there is still work to be done. Thanks to the
newly established Building Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund the Board was able to start some
of the repairs.
There are a few new businesses in town and the new court house seems to be busy. We are still
working on getting a supermarket in town, but the economy has slowed that process
considerably.
The Board of Selectmen would like to thank all the other departments, committees, and
volunteers who help keep the town moving forward throughout the year. We would like to wish





GENERAL AND INVESTMENT ACCOUNTS
Balance on hand January 1 , 2008 $ 2,228,497.62
Receipts:
Tax Collector $ 7,923,801.71
Town Clerk $ 793,049.59
Selectmen $ 2,698,079.18
Interest on Investnnents $ 21.237.09







Balance on tiand in General Fund $ 2,718,481 .79
December 31 , 2008
Interest Earning CD
Account opened July 17, 2008
Receipts:




Balance on hand January 1 , 2008
Receipts:
Fees received for the year 2008










Disbursements for the year 2008
Total Disbursements





On deposit in TD Banknorth Account #9730306647
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Balance on hand January 1 , 2008
Receipts:
Deposit of Funds for the year 2008




Disbursements for the year 2008
Total Disbursements




NEW BOSTON ROAD BRIDGE CD
Balance on hand January 1 , 2008
Receipts:
Interest earned for the year 2008 $ 1 .436.38
Total Receipts $ 1 ,436.38





On deposit in TD Banknorth Account #9730306647
FOREST MANAGEMENT
Account opened April 13, 2008
Receipts:
Funds received for the year 2008 $










Disbursements for the year 2008 $
Balance on hand December 31 , 2008
Proof:




Balance on hand January 1 . 2008
Receipts:
Deposit of funds for the year 2008













Disbursements for the year 2008
Total Disbursements










Balance on hand January 1 , 2008
Receipts:
Deposit of Funds for the year 2008




Disbursements for the year 2008
Total Disbursements
Balance on hand December 31 , 2008
$
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
The past year has been full of memorable events including:
Completion of our first full year in our own office (formerly the "Map" room).
Appointment of new deputy tax collector, Ellie Davidson.
Attended all training opportunities provided by the New Hampshire Tax Collectors Association
and the Department of Revenue.
My graduation from the NH Tax Collectors certification course. (100 hours of classroom over a
three-year period covering a range of topics from grammar to technical issues related to
collection of taxes in NH).
Implementation of new methods of operation to improve the transfer of data from the tax office to
our finance director, Beth St. Pierre.
I would like to commend the residents of Candia for their fortitude during these difficult economic times.
In spite of the increase of everyone's tax bill in 2008, property owners have come forward to pay their
taxes at an increased percentage for each of the past three years. On December 8, the due-date for this
year, the property tax warrant was 92% paid - a very respectable turnout in a challenging economy. On
behalf of the Town of Candia, we thank you!
Ellie and I look forward to continuing to serve you in 2009 and welcome anyone with questions regarding
the tax collection process to contact us for infonnation. Please visit the town web site,
www.candianh.org , for additional general information about our office.
Sincerely,
Jane Sanders, Certified Tax Collector
Hours: Monday - Noon - 3:00 pm


















For the Municipality of Candia Year Ending Dec. 31.2008
DEBITS
LETTER TO THE RESIDENTS FROM THE TOWN CLERK
Dear Candia residents,
Two Thousand Eight brought us a year of five elections, changes in motor vehicle
registrations and drivers' licensing and the adoption of Civil Unions. E-Reg or electronic
registration is continuing to be a popular option for those who don't enjoy waiting in line to
renew their registration. To do your registration over the internet, you begin at the Candia
web site; candianh.org, click on the moose plate on the home page, and it will bring you to
the e-reg site. You can register your vehicle this way if it is the month of your renewal and
there have been no changes since your last registration, you are not doing a lease or trust,
and you do not have a four digit or lower plate number. You will receive your new
registration within one or two days unless you sent it in on a weekend. Please do not wait
till the end of the month if you need your decals, so that you get them on time.
Whenever you are renewing or transferring your vehicle, you must bring in your previous
registration. If you have lost it, before you do a transfer, you will be charged $12.50 for a
certified copy. This will be sent to the State with the rest of your paper work. Make sure if
you are paying by check that one is made out to the Town of Candia and the second to the
State of NH-MV. We do not take credit cards. Please also remember there is a $25.00 fee if
your check is returned. Just a reminder that New Hampshire has a fifteen year title law.
Vehicles that are 1995 and newer need titles. You cannot register them without a title
signed over to you or an application of NH Title prepared by the dealer. (The light blue
Town Clerk's copy.)
When you register your vehicles this year, you will notice a new format for the registrations.
If you are listed on the registration as an owner, you will be asked to sign before leaving the
counter. If it is time to renew your driver's license this year, you will see a change in that
as well. You will be given a black and white temporary license and your new colored license
will be mailed to you, which could take four to eight weeks.
The Town Meeting is now a Deliberative Session which will be at 9:00AM January 31'' at
Moore School, with a snow date of February 2"'^ at 6:30 PM. At this session, articles can be
amended but no final votes can be taken. The articles either in their original form, or if
amended in their new form, will be placed on the ballot, along with the candidates running
for office and any zoning articles. You will vote on all of these issues on Town Election Day,
which will be on March 10"^ this year. If you will be unable to come to the polls, please
request an absentee ballot from the Town Clerk's office. You cannot receive a ballot unless
you fill out a written application for an absentee ballot. These forms are available at our
office, or call me and I will mail one to you. You cannot fill out and sign the form for another
person. When you receive your ballot, make sure you sign the proper affidavit on the
envelope before sealing the ballot inside, or your vote cannot be counted. Please remember
THE TOWN CLERK'S OFFICE IS CLOSED FOR ALL ELECTIONS.
If you are applying for a birth, marriage or death record, you must, according to New
Hampshire law, have a direct and tangible interest to the record in question. We can issue
Birth Certificates, but please wait a few days after the birth to give the hospital time to post
the record in the State system. The cost for certified copies of a vital record is $12.00. If
you get more than one at the same time, subsequent copies are $8.00 each. Those seeking
a copy of their marriage license need to make certain I have received the Officiant's
information before I can issue copies. New Hampshire now recognizes Civil Unions as of
January 1, 2008. If you are applying for a Civil Union or a Marriage license, please make
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sure to bring your photo ID as well as divorce decrees or dissolutions. The cost of a license
is $45.00.
The 2009 Dog Licenses are here! Dogs must be licensed by by April 30"^. Your dog needs
to have a current rabies certificate. You may call us to see if your vet has mailed us one and
we have it on file, if you can not find your copy. The fee for spayed or neutered dogs is
$6.50 and for those that are not neutered, the fee is $9.00. If the dog owner is over 65, the
first dog is only $2.00. Please remember that if your dog is not licensed before June 1^', you
will be fined.
If you have any questions you are always welcome to call or E-mail and Cheryl or I will try to
answer them for you. The phone number is 483-5573 and our E-mail is
cdupere(a!townofcandia.org . Please remember we are here to help you.
ine Dupere, Town Clerk
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TOWN CLERK'S FINANCIAL REPORT
For the fiscal year January 1, 2008 through December 31, 2008




The following pages of your Town Report list the Births, Marriages and Deaths for the
year 2008. Since most of these events take place in towns other than Candia, I am not
always notified. Almost all the Births and Deaths take place in the hospital towns, such
as Manchester, Derry, Nashua or Exeter. In fact, I have only had five home births in the
past twenty five years! I do receive a report on Resident Deaths from the Bureau of
Vital Records, however if the death occurs out of state it may not be listed.
For example, if a person, whether resident or nonresident, is pronounced dead in the
Town of Candia, I must record that death, issue copies of the Death Certificate, and
send a report to the Bureau of Vital Records in Concord. However, if the person is
pronounced dead in another state, such as Massachusetts, even if he or she has been a
lifelong resident of Candia, the other state does not send me an informational copy. If a
family member does not contact me, I may have no knowledge of that death. The
information will not appear in the Town Report. Since I am on the State of NH Vital
Records system, I can print out my own Resident Reports, so fewer residents will be
omitted from the Town Report. I also have requests from the parties involved, not to
include their record in the Town Report, and therefore I honor those requests.
I apologize if your information has been omitted from the following pages. If you send
me a copy of the record, I will make certain to include it in next year's report.
Sincerely,
CTTristine Dupere
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The year 2008 started off with one snowstorm after another. We would barely get one cleared up and
another would start. It certainly made some memorable snow banks and a very tired plowing crew!
Winters like this make even the most die hard snow lovers say enough. We hoped November and
December would be quiet months with little snow or ice, but this was not to be. Quite the contrary;
December brought many snowstorms and an ice storm that won't soon be forgotten. These storms
caused the Highway budget to be overspent by over $100,000. This over-expenditure cannot be avoided
as we cannot control the weather and the damage it can cause. Some of the funds can be recouped
through FEMA storm reimbursement.
I wish to thank our plowing crew who spent the night of the ice storm treating our roads with salt and sand
nonstop for over 18 hours. They not only treated the roads, but cut hundreds of down trees to make sure
all roads were somewhat passable for emergency vehicles and residents. Without the help of the plowing
crew, I would have never been able to accomplish this alone. This storm would have caused much more
hardship for everyone without their help and dedication to the job. Thanks to them.
The major road project for 2008 was the first phase of Patten Hill Road. We all know this road has been in
need of repair for some time. We chose to start work on the middle section first, as this was the worse
part of the road with its frost heaves and drainage issues. The project went well with no surprises, just the
typical work issues that plague most of Candia's old roadways: poor base materials, little if any gravels,
poor drainage, etc. With the reconstruction, all of these issues were addressed, leaving a road that should
last for decades and need only periodic maintenance. The biggest challenge of the project was the rapid
rise in construction costs this year. We had no choice but to shorten the length of the project from 5/10ths
of a mile to 4/10ths of a mile. Hopefully, this year prices will stabilize or come down, so we can achieve
our half mile goal.
As with any road project, some inconvenience is likely. We tried our best to keep this to a minimum and
wish to thank those people who live and travel on Patten Hill Road for their patience during the project.
I would like to remind residents of a few rules that can make the highway department's job more efficient
and our roads safer for all:
• Please reduce speed and yield to approaching snowplows on the road.
• Do NOT follow too closely behind plow trucks, as they may backup at the intersections, and we
can't see you there!
• Do NOT plow your snow into the road and do NOT push it across the road.
• Do NOT park any type of vehicle within 1 feet of the roadside.
• All driveway culverts are the responsibility of the property owner to maintain, per RSA 236:1 3 VI
In closing, I wish to thank the various contractors, who through everyone's combined efforts, has made
our road projects reach completion on schedule and within budget, resulting in great cost savings to the
town. We hope to be able to do reconstruction in this manner in the years to come.
Respectfully submitted,
Dennis Lewis, Road Agent
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
2008 brought challenges and changes to the Department. With the economy faltering and some
commercial growth to Candia, the Department has been busy. The Candia District Court opened in
August and Griffinbrook, LTD opened in March. Both businesses are located on Raymond Road. Due to
the increased traffic to this already busy area, the passing zone from Raymond Road to Diamond Hill
Road was changed to a No Passing zone. Construction also began on Candia Crossing (55+ housing)
on High Street. The Exit 3 area is in the beginning stages of development and we will work closely with
the NH Department of Transportation and local officials to ensure the safety of our motoring public.
There were increases in a few crime categories for 2008. Reported thefts increased by over 100%; from
35 in 2007 to 72 in 2008. "Crimes Against Persons" also showed an increase, as aggravated assaults
doubled with 4 reported in 2008, compared with 2 in 2007. Simple assaults increased dramatically, from
7 in 2007 to 15 in 2008.
Members of the Department spent numerous hours on several major cases to include, but not limited to
the following: In May, an arson was reported at the Flint Road Town Forrest. Several pieces of logging
equipment were deliberately set on fire. We worked closely with the Candia Fire Department and the NH
State Fire Marshal's Office. An arrest was made, which also allowed us to clear four other significant
arson cases in Town. Later in the year, another arson case was investigated involving a barn on Horizon
Lane, which also resulted in an arrest.
In August, a motor vehicle stop for a minor infraction resulted in the discovery of a mobile
methamphetamine lab. The U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency and the NH State Fire Marshal's Office
assisted with the case. The vehicle iiad local ties, which concerns us, as methamphetamines are highly
addictive and their usage is becoming an epidemic in some parts of the country. The Governor has set
up a Methamphetamine Task Force to combat this growing epidemic. The N.H. Attorney General's Office
is involved in this on-going case.
In the community policing area, we worked with the Henry W. Moore School in providing an Officer to
teach the fifth-grade D.R.E.A.M. program. Officer Mahoney began working with Nancy Maloney at the
School last year and continues to keep the bond between the two agencies. We are thankful to the
Candia Masons for continuing to sponsor this program, through breakfasts and fund raising. Also this
past year, the Department joined with the Candia Woman's Community Club to obtain police trading
cards. The cards debut was at the Candia Old Home Day and was a success. Several local
organizations provided the funding for the cards. We look fonward to continue working with the local
organizations.
Project 54, a grant which provided laptop computers and other equipment for our cruisers, has been
finalized. We obtained four laptop computers, which will allow our Officers to spend more time on the
road. The computers cannot be fully utilized until we have the proper law enforcement software, which
we have applied for through a grant from the NH Highway Safety Agency. Officers will be able to run
checks on plates and persons via the laptop, thereby improving officer safety.
We will again apply for our Speed Enforcement and DWI Highway Safety Grants. The OHRV
Enforcement Patrol Grant, which allows us to place an additional Officer on the recreational trails to
monitor OHRV violations, has been approved to continue through the end of June. We anticipate State
funding into next year to continue the patrols. The Department encourages citizens to immediately report
OHRV violations so that we can address the problem area. On another note, every year the Department
received numerous speeding vehicle complaints. One goal of the Department is the addition of a traffic
safety radar trailer. These trailers educate the public by alerting them to their speed. The trailers can
also provide traffic counts in a particular area and speed counts. We will continue to look at the possibility
of funding one.
In conclusion, I would like to thank the employees of the Department for their commitment and
dedication. I would also join the employees in conveying our appreciation to the residents and
businesses for their continued support.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT REPORT
2008 started out as a quiet year with some planning witin other communities for large scale medical
response and placement of resources. In December a winter ice storm provided a challenge depicting
what planning for a natural disaster is all about. The Ice Storm on December 1 1"^ coated the lower half of
New Hampshire with more than half an inch of ice. This created an enormous amount of damage and
wide spread power, phone and communication failures. Many areas of the State were without power for
extended periods of time.
Candia was among the communities hit hard by this ice storm. In the late night hours of December 11*
and early hours of the 12'^, emergency responders were out in very dangerous conditions removing trees
from roadways, checking on homes where trees had come down on them, and responding to other
requests for help. Road crews had to switch from sanding the roads to plowing tree limbs and cutting
trees to keep roads open. For the next couple of days travel on many roadways was difficult and
dangerous with trees and power lines down everywhere.
The Emergency Operations Center (EOC) was activated in the early morning hours of December 12*,
and the Emergency Shelter was opened the same afternoon. Emergency Management was in constant
contact with officials from the State Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Management. Police
and Fire personnel spent many hours over the next several days checking on residents and offering them
the use of the shelters.
The Governor declared a State of Emergency on December 12*. The Disaster Declaration through FEMA
came on January 2, 2009. This declaration means that seventy five percent of the costs deemed credible
by FEMA will be recovered by the Town of Candia. FEMA does not reimburse the total amount, only
those projects they determine to be appropriate.
Over the next couple of months, many hours will be spent sorting through documentation to recover some
of the money that had to be spent to get through this disaster. We have learned from past declarations
what is expected, and have improved at preparing documents for FEMA review.
The cost of being prepared comes with a price tag. Emergency Management has been fortunate to return
most of its budgeted funds every year, because those funds are requested "in case of emergency". If the
majority of those funds do not get used, they are returned to the general fund. It should be noted that due
to this disaster, much of those funds needed to be spent. Some will be recovered through FEMA.
However, without reasonable funding to a specified budget it becomes an added burden to the overall
budget to pay for expenses.
Lastly, I would like to thank the Board of Selectman for their support and all those who responded to the
Ice Storm of 08 in any capacity. Your efforts do not go unnoticed.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Panit
Candia Office of Emergency Management
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BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT
The Candia Budget Committee completed its fourth year. The was a particularly challenging and unique
year. The time lines created by SB2 for both the town and school require both branches of the town
government to submit their budgets to the Budget Committee in Oct. In Oct. the Budget Committee
increased its regular monthly meetings and met 8 times in Oct. Nov. and Dec. The recommended
budgets were ready for Public Hearings in January.
The responsibility of the Budget Committee is to advocate for the tax payer. The committee is charged
with preparing and recommending a budget that reflects what the tax payer can afford and still provides
for the needs of the community.
Again this year we saw a continued slow down in the economy but rising energy costs and rising
insurance rates. In addition we have the highest unemployment rates in many years and increased home
foreclosures. The Federal Government views this as the worst recession since 1988. The town saw a
property tax increase in 2008. At the end of 2008 the town showed a decline in revenue of
approximately $100,000.00. The Budget Committee anticipates a continuing decline in town revenue
through 2009. With the slow economy and the decrease in town revenue the Budget Committee
recommended level funding both the town and school budgets for the year 2009.
The Budget Committee thanks both the town and school departments for their cooperation and for
providing us with the information we needed for our deliberation. We meet the second Wed. of each
month. All of our meetings are open to the public. We welcome input from the public and town officials.
These are uncertain times. We believe the budgets we are recommending for 2009 will provide the town
and school the funds needed to service the community and also shows fiscal responsibility to the tax
payer.
Respectfully Submitted,
Caria Penfield, Chair, Candia Budget Committee
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT
Members: Ed Fowler (Chair), Betsy Kruse (Vice Chair), Tom Giffen, Dennis Lewis, Judi Lindsey, Joe
Miele, and Dick Weeks. Alternate members: Joe Collette, Ellie Davidson, Debbie Levesque, Dick Snow
(Treasurer), and Susan Wilderman. Patricia Larkin serves as secretary to the commission.
The Commission meets on the third Tuesday of every month and is responsible for protecting the natural
resources within the town. In April, some Commission members attended the "Saving Special Places"
workshops co-sponsored by the Center for Land Conservation Assistance (SPNHF) and UNH
Cooperative Extension. In November, several members attended the annual meeting and workshops of
the NH Association of Conservation Commissions. Commission members also attended Conservation
Commission Institute workshops sponsored by the Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission and
funded by the Community Technical Assistance Program (CTAP).
In addition to our responsibilities of reviewing wetlands permit applications, we have been working on
several conservation easements. The Commission has facilitated the protection of prime farmland and
excellent wildlife habitat through the use of Commission funds to place conservation easements on 3
parcels of land totaling nearly 200 acres, which were finalized this year. We received an award from the
federal government to assist in the protection of the prime farmland (Sanborn property). Another
conservation easement of 40 acres is currently in the works and should be completed in 2009. The
easement to be held by the town on the Liquid Planet Water Park property along the Lamprey River is
nearing completion and will be signed in 2009.
Commission members have volunteered to monitor the town properties for which we have accepted
responsibility. The Flint Road Town Forest was the site of a forest management cut, which was delayed
for several days by an act of arson on the logger's equipment.
The Open Space Committee, a subcommittee of the CCC, under the leadership of Judi Lindsey, focused
on community outreach and public education about the importance and benefits of preserving Candia's
natural resources. They staffed a booth at Old Home Day in August and produced a newsletter, which
was sent to all residents. The newsletter included information about the Deerfield Road Town Forest and
the Land Use Change Tax (LUCT), which contributes to the Conservation Fund.
The Commission web site (www.candiaconservationcommission.org ) is now linked to the town web site
(www.candianh.orq) and includes information about invasive plants and suggestions on how best to
control and eliminate them. A map of the trails on the Deerfield Road Town Forest and photographs have
been added. Visitors to the web site will find information about preserving the natural resources of
Candia, an online form to submit wildlife sightings, a calendar of events including meeting times, the




SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST REPORT
The Supervisors of the Checklist of Candia have the responsibility of maintaining and updating the voter
checklist, to enable ELIGIBLE CANDIA RESIDENTS to exercise their right to vote at Local, State and
Federal Elections.
This is acconnplished by holding REGULAR NOTICED SESSIONS at the Town Office, to update the
checklist, with input from the Town Clerk, from other New England Cities and Towns, and Candia Voters
who may wish to register, change parties, names, etc.
The Supervisors sessions are noticed in the local paper, the Banner and posted in the Town Office.
Eligible Candia Residents may also make out a voter application form with the Town Clerk during her
normal business hours.
REGISTRATION AT THE POLLING PLACE
(ELECTION DAY REGISTRATION)
Any ELIGIBLE CANDIA RESIDENT may register to vote with the Supervisors of the Checklist at any
Federal, State Primary, State General Election or Town Election.
THERE IS NO VOTER REGISTRATION ALLOWED AT SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETINGS. OR TOWN
MEETINGS, THIS INCLUDES SB2 DELIBERATIVE SESSIONS.
The word ELECTION refers to any voting at which absentee ballots are provided.
The word MEETING refers to the Deliberative sessions of the Town.
The Statewide Voter Registration System has been completed and operational since September 2006.
We are currently in compliance with the Help America Vote Act and we will continue to follow up with any
changes to remain in compliance. We are currently able to verify new registrations and check for
duplicate voter registrations elsewhere in the system. All voter registration is controlled by local officials,
but requires the storage of an electronic record of each voter in a computer system that is managed at the
state level.
Supervisors of the Checklist
Candice Stamatelos Chairperson,
Rita Goekjian and Lynda Kelley
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BUILDING DEPARTMENT/CODE COMPLIANCE REPORT
Once again, this year has brought some changes to the codes, with the most significant being an upgrade
to the 2008 National Electric Code and the implementation of a new State Gas Fitter's Licensing Law. In
July, the State of New Hampshire Fire Marshall's Office accepted NFPA 70 and put it into effect for all
electric work performed in the state. Also in July, the new Gas Fitter's Licensing Law took effect requiring
that all work involving gas piping and gas appliances be performed by properly trained and licensed
individuals. This year the Building Inspector has been certified as a Fire Inspector I. With this additional
training, I am capable of performing burner inspections for the Fire Department to assist them in providing
this service to the residents of Town.
The year 2008 saw a slight decrease in the number building permits. Even with the sluggish housing
market, the building activity in Candia has remained fairly consistent. The total number of building permits
for 2008 was 203 and the categories for these permits can be broken down as follows:
4 New homes (Conventional construction)
1 New homes (Manufactured/Modular)
2 New commercial buildings
14 Additions (Residential)








3 Plumbing permits incl. repairs and new work
12 Decks and porches
28 Repairs (Residing, Reroofing, etc.)
7 Replacement septic systems
7 Sign permit
1 Demolition of structures
3 Accessory Use In-Law Dwelling
9 Burners (Furnaces)
4 Chimney/Fireplace
This year with the building permits that were issued, an estimated $4,133,900 worth of construction was
permitted in Candia with $16,866.58 in building permit fees being collected for the General Fund.
Our goal is to maintain a good relationship with the residents of Candia, the builders and the public while
assuring that all work is performed properly and safely for the health and safety of everyone. Residents
are reminded that a building permit is required for any alterations or additions made to the property
including residing, reroofing and storage sheds. For additional clarification of when a permit is required,
please visit the Town website at www.townofcandia.org/buildinginspector. We want to maintain a good
quality of service to those that we serve; making sure that all projects are built well and meets the
currently accepted codes. The builders and homeowners are doing a wonderful job and we encourage
anyone with questions to come into the office or call us.
Respectfully submitted,
Bill Hallock Sharon Carrier
Building Inspector/Code Compliance Officer Administrative Assistant
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT REPORT
In 2008 the Candia Zoning Board of Adjustment considered the following cases:
1
.
9 requests for either dimensional or use variances; and
2. 5 requests for Special Exceptions; and
3. 2 requests for administrative appeal; and
4. 2 requests for Rehearing.
These cases were disposed of as follows:
1 3 variances were granted; and
2. 2 variances were denied/rejected; and
3. 4 variance applications were withdrawn;
4. 4 Special Exceptions were granted;
5. 1 Special Exception was rejected.
6. 2 Administrative Appeals were denied.
The Board is committed to the spirit and intent of the Candia Zoning Ordinance while functioning under






The Planning Board heard two Major Subdivisions and conditionally approved one. We heard
one Minor Subdivision, one Major Site Plan and three Minor Site Plans.
The economy has slowed down construction; however the Board and the Sub-Committee kept
busy addressing future needs. The new workforce Housing Bill will be a big issue to tackle in
2009.






SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE REPORT
The new Candia Recycling Center opened on August 30. This achievement was the result of years of
research and planning by the Solid Waste Committee. The implementation of the project required a
major effort to get the design right, while maintaining a strict budget. The new facility has many benefits:
access to a suitable power supply, expanded recycling programs, a much more efficient operation, a far
better location, and a safer facility with a one-way traffic pattern.
We would like to thank Severino Trucking for doing an excellent job constructing the new facility, and for
all of the help getting us through the project. Also thanks to Russ Bennett of Recycling Mechanical for his
contributions and technical assistance in setting up the recycling equipment. A charitable trust called New
Hampshire the Beautiful also assisted with a substantial grant to help purchase recycling equipment.
Recycling programs at the facility have been very successful. This success has been somewhat
tempered by a downturn in the prices of recyclables, but with the new equipment we are now able to
make bales of material that are easier to store and will give us the best return for recycled commodities.
The Committee continues to do research and to revise recycling programs to make it as easy as possible
for residents. We also want to make sure that we are taking as much out of the trash waste stream as
possible, as the material would otherwise be landfilled at substantial cost.
The newest recycling program will result in easier sorting of plastic items, and includes more plastic items
than we were able to accept before. The Committee will continue to monitor recycling programs and the
market for recycling commodities to maximize the Town's return.
Once we are sure that we have all of the recycling set up as long-term programs, we will work on
comprehensive literature and signage that will explain all aspects of the use of the Recycling Center in
detail. We appreciate everyone's patience as we go through this set-up process.
Recycling is mandatory, not just because it is environmentally responsible, but because it is something
that everyone can do that has a positive impact on our taxes. Last year recycling returned a total of
$54,496.20 to the Town's General Fund, and saved several thousands more in landfill costs.
In addition to the benefits of the new facility, we have now met the State mandate to shut down the
incinerator and to do our part in working toward cleaner air. Over the next year, the Committee will begin
planning for the official closure of the old site as required by the State.
The Solid Waste Committee meets on the first Tuesday of the month. Residents are invited to attend any
of our meetings, or to submit their ideas or comments through the Town office.
Committee members are: Chuck Whitcher, (Facility Operator) Joe Duarte (Selectman) Amanda Scares,
Paul McHugh, Roger Stenbak, Cinny Griswold, and Al Couch (Chairman)
Respectfully Submitted,
The Candia Solid Waste Committee
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RECYCLING CENTER REPORT
Quantity Units iVIaterial Income Cost
9,380 lbs
HEALTH DEPARTMENT REPORT
As the Health Officer for the Town of Candia, and in accordance with RSA 128:5, it is my duty to "enforce
the public health laws and regulations, and make necessary inspections and investigations as may be
directed by the local board of health or as may be required by the Division of Public Health Service."
Some of my duties include the following: inspections of group homes, schools, day care facilities and
private homes (if a complaint has been sent to this office), as well as inspections for faulty septic systems,
and water tests.
In addition, I work closely with the Manchester Health Department, the New Hampshire Department of
Health and Welfare, and the Department of Environmental Services. Locally, I report to the Board of
Selectmen with any specific issues.
WELFARE DEPARTMENT
The Town of Candia, through its Welfare Department, offers its residents temporary assistance for basic
needs. It is operated under specific State and Town guidelines that regulate the expenditure of monies.
We received approximately $250.00 in revenue from past years expenditures and continue to actively
pursue substantial reimbursement of monies from several sources.
Again this year, we were able to make the holidays special for those less fortunate families in our
community. At Thanksgiving, we were able to provide twenty families with Thanksgiving dinner, as well as
fifteen seniors. At Christmas, we were able to provide food baskets and gifts for members of twenty-two
families with a total of forty-seven children and fifteen seniors.
I would like to give special thanks to the Candia Community Women's Club and the faculty, students and
parents at the Moore School who so generously gave to the food pantry; Boy Scout Troop 120 for their
hard work during their annual Scouting For Food Drive; Car World, ATS, Candia Trailers, Ace Hardware,
Severino Trucking, and Viking Oil for their generous financial donations to the Food Pantry; and the many
individuals who committed themselves to financial donations, purchasing gifts, and donating their time
and talent in making the holidays truly HAPPY for so many. Lastly, I would like to extend my heartfelt
thanks to each and every one who helped out during the past year!
CANDIA: what an amazing and generous community - THANK YOU!!!!! I appreciate your support in all I
try to do!!
Dawn Chabot - May your future be as bright as your spontaneous smile. You will be missed, and thank
you for your friendship and support.
For Health or Welfare issues, I can be reached at 370-2977, or in an event of an emergency, you may call
the Office of the Selectmen at 483-81 01 and leave a message.
Mary Hall
Health & Welfare Director
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HERITAGE COMMISSION REPORT
The Commission developed a Heritage Preservation Plan and project list that may be viewed on
the website. Education and outreach were considered top priority and accordingly, the web site
page was significantly enhanced. It may be found by clicking departments on the town site.
Documentation of Candia's historic water-powered mill sites was completed; copies were
presented to the Smyth Public Library, Town Office, NH Div. of Historical Resources and the
State Library. The document is available on the web site.
Architectural standards proposed by the Commission to the Planning Board in 2007 were
approved by popular vote in March. Architectural standards have been added to the purpose
statement for zoning regulations and to the site plan review.
The Heritage map is now displayed at the Land Use office, on the web site and is included with
the town tax maps.
Barn Preservation Easements are monitored annually. Although there were several inquiries, no
new easements have been issued. Applications are available on the web site.
Many volunteers participated in the annual roadside clean up in April. 800 daffodil bulbs were
awarded to the town by NH Beautiful. Garden Club and Commission members planted most of
them at the roadside stone wall at Holbrook Cemetery.
We began to develop historic tours of the several village areas within the town. Christine Dupere
created an artistic map of "The Hill" based on the design of the historic Robie map. An
accompanying information booklet allows a guided or self-guided tour.
The Commission is looking ahead to the year 2013 and the 250'*' anniversary celebration of the
incorporation of the Town of Candia.
Members: Diane Philbrick, chair; Jim Lindsey, vice chair; Ron Thomas, secretary;
Jim Brennan and Carleton Robie, selectmen's representatives; Ken Madden; Christine Dupere;
Ray Creswell.
Alternates: Sarah Giles, Betty Sabean, Carol Howe.
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Candia Fire-Rescue Department
Once again, 2008 continued to be another step fonward in every year becoming more challenging than
the past! We once again continued to respond to an ever increasing number of requests for assistance,
participate in training activities, perform safety inspections, provide public education and outreach, and
maintain equipment and apparatus readiness. However, the heavy snows at the beginning of the year,
the multi-day Ice Storm of December as well as a huge increase in our total call volume continued to
bring new challenges. In 2008, our members responded to another record of 447 calls for service (a 12%
increase), provided 1,917 hours of call response (a 24% increase), 1,280 hours of training and over 2,500
hours of station duty, inspection, public outreach activities and other services. In addition, many
members continue to take individual courses to attain advanced fire and medical certification and have
collectively devoted over 1000 hours of additional training.
As in past years, we continue to benefit from grants and gifts that allow us to improve the delivery of
sen/ices at minimal cost to the taxpayers. In 2008, we were awarded an $1 1 ,000.00 grant to hire an
intern to help increase our recruitment efforts, complete various tasks to maintain our statutory obligations
and to provide limited weekday response coverage. This has been very valuable in the face of
diminishing coverage during this most critical period. We are also grateful to the Candia Volunteer
Firefighters Association who raised funds and donated over $4,300.00 in vehicle extrication equipment to
the Department. It is through grants and the fund raising activities such as this that we are able to
continue to expand our services and capabilities at a reduced cost to the taxpayers.
We are pleased to report that we continue to add new, qualified members to the department even though
there is a national trend for a reduction in volunteerism. However, like many other all volunteer
departments, our membership has been in a state of flux with a number of members needing to resign or
retire due to personal commitments. We are pleased to note, however, that our recruitment efforts have
resulted in a number of new, qualifled members joining the department. These men and women are not
only from Candia, but we have been successful in recruiting much needed non-resident professionals.
Indeed, our non-resident members are some of our most active participants. Our Department continues to
provide the progressive and professional atmosphere that attracts these unpaid professionals.
In 2009, we will continue our efforts to find ways of improving the delivery of emergency sen/ices to the
Town and its residents wherever we can. As the Town continues to grow and the demand on emergency
services continues to increase, we feel it is necessary to have a vision for your Fire Department that
ensures we can deliver the services the citizens demand in a fiscally prudent manner. As always, we are
actively seeking input from the citizens of Candia in evaluating how we can meet the ever growing
demands placed on our emergency services in a controlled, planned and fiscally responsible manner.
Please visit our website www.candiavfd.org for updates and revisions to the plan and provide your
suggestions and comments.
You will note that we have submitted several warrant articles related to the provision of emergency
services. These request include a warrant article to continue to add funds to the Capital Reserve Fund for
the planned acquisition of apparatus and equipment, a Warrant Article related to providing some very
basic remuneration to your emergency services personnel and an article to repair the deteriorated roof at
the station. Approval of the first article will allowed us to plan the short and long range purchase of
apparatus and equipment with minimal impact on the taxpayers and the second article will provided some
flnancial support for the amount of time, effort and personal funds spent by these professionals.. We ask
for your support for all three articles.
The officers and members of your fire department would like to thank you for your support and look
forward to continuing providing you with professional level emergency services.
Rudolph A. Cartier Jr. Roger Davis
Fire Chief Deputy Fire Chief
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Candia Fire-Rescue Department Response Summary
Type of call
SMYTH PUBLIC LIBRARY REPORT
Smyth Public Library is open every weekday year-round until 8pm for your convenience and
Saturdays from 10-2pm. We are also open 1-4pm each Sunday during January, February and March.
More than 250 people per week used the library, borrowing more than 25,000 books, magazines, audios
and videos. Public services include a copier, fax, and three public intemet stations. Browse our collection
of more than 24,000 items online at www.smvthpl.org . Wireless intemet access is available 24 hours. Our
public meeting room is available seven days a week.
During January, February and March of 2008, Sundays were again popular with library users as
we offered a full range of services from 1-4pm. Early in the year, Smyth Library was one of ten New
Hampshire libraries who together purchased and now share the use of a disc repair machine which
resurfaces dirty and damaged DVDs and Audio CDs in the library collection. Many residents got help with
their tax returns through an AARP program generously hosted by Candia resident Judy Siemonsma.. In
March, four new very popular bean-bag chairs were added to the children's room. Lynn Chivers joined the
staff in March. April marked the one year anniversary of our e-mail newsletter. The Smythie, edited by
Trustee Chaimnan Rick Mitchell. Let us know if you'd like to be added to the e-mail list. A Toddler
Playgroup organized and staffed by parents began meeting Thursday mornings in the meeting room.
Storytime for 3-5 year olds continued each Thursday morning at 10:15 in the Children's Room. Wireless
internet grew in popularity throughout the year. The annual Summer Reading Program offered incentive-
based reading for six weeks throughout the summer, special programs, and a make-your-own ice cream
sundae party in August. Discount Deerfield Fair tickets were again made available to registered patrons.
First graders from Moore School made their annual fall visit to the library for a tour and presentation of
their first library cards. The library hosted monthly Family Chess Nights in the fall with Moore School
Chess Team organizer Judi Lindsey. The Friends of Smyth Library's annual Book & Bake Sale was held
in October and raised funds which support special programming and projects at the library. The Reading
Garden, located behind the library, was dedicated in honor of former librarian Edna Brown. Free down-
loadable audiobooks became available to our patrons through their home computers in September. This
exciting new program was funded by The Friends. Ann Nerney joined the staff in October as Storytime
host and Summer Reading Program coordinator. Karen Johnson joined the staff in December. Thanks to
our 2008 volunteers, John Martin, Donna Moody, Ted Michaiek, Emaly Dube, and Kathy Considine, who
provided countless hours of cheerful help. Thanks again to the Friends and to the gardening volunteers
who beautifully maintained the Reading Garden behind the library. Special thanks to Jan Fauteux, Susi
Nord, and Christina Stockin for their valuable contributions as members of the staff.
We're interested in your comments and suggestions. E-mail us at librarian@smvthpl.orq ,
call us at 483-8245, or fill out a suggestion card. Friendly, knowledgeable service and a wide range of
interesting materials are priorities. This is your library. Let us know how we can serve you better.
Jon Godfrey, Director Lynn Chivers Karen Johnson Ann Nerney
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The Fitts Museum opened its 2008 season in June with the annual presentation to the Candia Historical
Society. The program featured two historically prominent Candia citizens: John Lane, master carpenter
and grandfather of the Fitts brothers who began the museum, and Francis B. Eaton, writer, artist and
noted historian. On display during the program and throughout the summer were two recent acquisitions
- a six-board blanket chest crafted by John Lane and a portable writing desk that belonged to Mr. Eaton.
In July we were fortunate enough to receive another gift from the descendants of John Lane; a beautiful
two-piece desk he crafted in the early 1800's.This desk was a wedding present for his son, John Lane
Esq. and is the same desk that was pulled from his burning house by his wife, Nabby Emerson Lane, in
1825.
Other additions to the collection this past year have been articles of clothing, wrought iron baking pans,
shoe fonns, a protractor, sea grass basket, invalid feeder, surveyors' chain, and a bee-lining box. (If you
want to know what a bee-lining box is, come visit the museum!) We also acquired a number of
documents, photographs and other ephemera.
Projects completed this year were the replacement of the attic window and the creation of a more secure
display for our Civil War artifacts. Other maintenance duties on the building and grounds were carried out
as needed.
Projects begun this year include the hiring of a historical home preservationist to inspect the building and
report structural issues we need to address. We have established a plan of action to correct these
problems. Repairing and preserving the building that holds our collection will be the focus of our duties for
the next several years. Also, the trustees decided to bring the Fitts Museum into the twenty-first century
by purchasing a computer. This will be used to keep an inventory of our collection and copies of
photographs and other documents in addition to utilizing it for correspondence, publicity and research.
We had many visitors in 2008 and gave a number of private tours. Some visitors had lived in Candia as
children and were excited to see old photographs of relatives and other items of interest from their youth.
There were many requests for genealogical information. These are always welcome. Regular museum
hours are on Saturdays in July and August from 1:00 to 4:00 PM, and private tours are always available
upon request. There is no admission charge, but donations are cheerfully accepted. You may contact us
or check out our latest news and events at www.fittsmuseum.org . This is your town museum so do come
for a visit!
Trustees - Dott Purington, Janet Lewis, Pat Larkin, Linda Maxwell
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FITTS MUSEUM FINANCIAL REPORT
Operating Budget:
































Savings Account 1 -1 -2008 $ 5,469.66
Dividends 16.48
Balance 12-31-2008 $5,486.14
Janet Lewis - Treasurer
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CEMETERY REPORT
Most of 2008 was normal, except that it was a wet summer which made for more mowing.
Some stones in the Hill Cemetery and Holbrook Cemetery were straightened.
The December ice storm is going to present us with considerable cleanup in the spring.
in 2008, 18 burials were carried out, 6 of which were cremations.
I'd like to thank Bob Pike and Ellsworth Williams for all their help; the cemeteries looked great all summer.
Thanks also to Dennis Lewis for being so readily available whenever called upon.
I'd also like to thank Selectman Carleton Robie, Christine Dupere, Dawn Chabot, Bet St. Pierre and





SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Office Furniture & Equipment 202,200
Town Vehicles 1 1 3,809
Fitts Museum Contents 100,000
Recycling Center Contents & Equipment 91 ,229
Highway Department Equipment 15,700
401-001.01 Land, Deerfield Road, 82 acres 456,400
402-009 Land, North Road, 16 acres 147,800
404-064 Land & Building, High Street, 30 acres (Formerly deeded to Fire Dept) 184,800
404-068 Land, High Street, 1 acre (Taken through Tax Deed in 1997) 6,100
404-085 Land, Knowlton Road, 65.00 acres (Taken through Tax Deed in 2005) 33,400
404-115 Land, Donovan Road, 4.6 acres 6,700
405-001 Land & Building, 194 High Street, .60 acres - "Old Library" 170,700
405-042.01 Land, off from High Street, 2.38 acres 6,800
405-068 Land, Fogarty Road, 1 1 .6 acres 1 1 ,000
405-069 Land, Fogarty Road, 1 3.5 acres 1 1 ,900
406-006 Fitts Museum 116,600
406-018 Land, 55 High Street, 9.14 acres 113,800
406-021 Moore Elementary School, Land & Building 3,471,200
406-075.01 Land, Deerfield Road, .30 acres 5,500
406-081 .01 Land, New Boston Road, 1 .3 acres 61 ,600
406-082 Land, New Boston Road, 29 acres 104,400
406-083 Land, New Boston Road, 14.3 acres 69,600
406-1 00.01 Land, New Boston Road, 1 9 acres 1 1 5,900
406-1 01
C
Recycling Center Land & Building 233,200
406-103.01 Land, New Boston Road, 15 acres 106,300
408-033 Land, Raymond Road, .10 acres 42,300
408-077 Land, Langford Road, .23 acres (Taken through Tax Deed in 2003) 19,700
409-094 Town Office Building & Moore Park, Land & Buildings 598,600
409-150 Land, Depot Road, .95 acres 5,800
409-193.1 Land, Raymond Road, 11.02 acres 18,600
410-010 Land, Flint Road, 64 acres 309,000
410-148 Land, Old Manchester Road, .30 acres (Taken through Tax Deed in 2003) 4,800
410-161 Land, Old Candia Road, .96 acres 35,600
410-162.1 Land, Old Candia Road, 2.52 acres 6.900
410-162 Land, Old Route 101, 9.549 acres 169,800
41 1-036 Land, Donovan Road, 25 acres 14,200
412-003 Land, Off Tower Hill Road, 51 acres 39,500
412-004 Land, Hemlock Drive, 12.75 acres 116,400
413-067C Land, Old Mill Road, .08 acres 4,100
413-082 Land, Chester Turnpike, .25 acres 5,400
414-007 Land, Chester Road, .37 acres 24,300
414-016 Land, Brown Road, 13.9 acres 119,100
414-024 Land, Brown Road, .09 acres 3,800
414-151 Land, Crowley Road, 14 acres (Taken through Tax Deed in 2002) 138,100
Total: $7,632,638
Note: The Town also owns Hill Cemetery(405-008), Deerfield Road Cemetery(406-179),
Critchett Road Cemetery (407-031.2), Bean Island Road Cemetery(407-074), Depot Road
Cemetery (408-008), Holbrook Cemetery(409-089), and the Palmer Road Cemetery (414-057).
Property values noted are from 2004 revaluation assessment.
* Properties flagged above are under the management and responsibility of the Conservation
Commission as per town meeting vote of March 1999, March 2002, March 2004 & March 2008.
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SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission has a wide range of services and resources available to help dues-
paying members deal with a variety of municipal issues. Technical assistance is provided by a professional staff whose
expertise is, when necessary, supplemented by consultants who are selected for their specialized skills or services. Each
year, with the approval of appointed representatives the Commission staff designs and carries out programs of area-wide
significance that are mandated under New Hampshire and federal laws or regulations, as well as local projects which
would pertain more exclusively to your community. Technical assistance is provided in a professional and timely manner
by staff at the request of the Planning Board and/or Board of Selectmen. The Commission conducts planning studies and
carries out projects that are of common interest and benefit to all member communities, keeps officials apprised of
changes in planning and land use regulation, and in conjunction with the New Hampshire Municipal Association offers
training workshops for Planning and Zoning Board members on an annual basis.
Services that were performed for the Town of Candia during the past year are as follows:
1
)
Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture Series, which was attended by Candia officials;
2) Conducted traffic counts at 16 locations in the Town of Candia and forwarded data to the Town's Planning Board Chair;
3) Responded to requests for additional traffic data;
4) Assisted Planning Board with Zoning, Site Plan, and Subdivision Ordinance issues. Also, prepared a proposal to develop impact fees for the
Town, which is undenway;
5) Prepared and presented land use regulations to protect the remaining undisturbed natural shoreland buffers along the Lamprey and North
Branch Rivers in Candia, other Second Order Streams, and Great Ponds;
6) Hosted a special Planning Board Training held on April 22, 2008 for new Planning Board members, focusing on planning board procedures,
responsibilities, and planning law;
7) Co-sponsored, along with St. Anselm College, a public forum on Commuter Rail with fomier Govemor Michael Dukakis as presenter;
8) Continued coordination of proposed Improvements at the Old Candia Road/Main Street/Raymond Road and NH Route 27 (High
Street)/Raymond Road Intersections with the Town and the NHDOT;
9) Participated In regional economic development discussions with the Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce regarding Metro Center,
which was attended by Candia officials;
10) Hosted Legislative Open House on February 5, 2008 in Concord for Candia Legislators;
1 1
)
Prepared and distributed to Candia Planning Board an Open Space Assessment of the Tovm's policies and regulations as part of CTAP
project;
12) Prepared Impact Fee Schedule and Financial Reports for Traffic Impact Fee and Solid Waste for Planning Board;
13) Sponsored two planning Forums: Recent Workforce Legislation held on Oct 8, 2008 and Community Energy initiatives on Nov. 6, 2009;
14) Attended the Candia Planning Board meeting to present the recent legislation on Workforce Housing;
15) Sponsored two meetings with Town Administrators, Public Works Directors, and Road Agents to discuss the feasibility of establishing
purchasing cooperatives;
16) Facilitated Brownfleld's Advisory Committee meetings held on Feb. 12, 2008, Apr. 23, 2008, Jun 18, 2008, and Sept. 18, 2008.
17) Coordinated topic discussion on Workforce Housing and Conservation; Porous Pavement and Concrete; Amendments to Shoreland
Protection Act; Small Energy Systems; Workforce Housing Legislation; and Innovated Land Use Planning Techniques for SNHPC Planners'
Roundtable meetings, which were attended by Auburn officials;
18) Sponsored and coordinated the Conservation Commission Institutes including topics on Sustainable and Integrated Landscaping and
Innovated Landscaping Techniques held on February 21, 2008, Regional Conservation Commissions projects held on April 17, 2008, and
Merrimack River Watershed Restoration Plan held on July 30, 2008, which were attended by Candia officials; and
19) Sponsored and coordinated the Natural Resources Advisory Committee Including CTAP Open Space Planning Assessments on October 29,
2008.
Candia's Representatives to the Commission, Elizabeth Kruse & William Sterglos, Executive Committee Member William Sterglos
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CANDIA YOUTH ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
The Candia Youth Athletic Association would like to thank all the volunteers which contribute countless
hours in creating a safe, positive environment for the children of Candia. The CYAA has a stated goal of
providing sports and social opportunities to children from Candia and the surrounding communities.
We welcome the families which are new to town and invite you to come down and visit our facility on
Raymond Road. This year we are offering a new program for children six and under called Mom and Me.
With our Mom & Me program, your child can play basketball, soccer, explore and just have a fun
afternoon running around and getting familiar with the facility.
We also continue to offer adult and youth basketball, soccer, baseball, softball, volleyball, flag football and
rental of our turf and hardwood courts. Please visit our website at wvwv.cvaasports.com or come to our
monthly meetings, first Tuesday of the month at 7:00PM in the Smith Library. New volunteers are needed!
Respectfully,
Rick Michaud, CYAA Publicity Director
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AIDS RESPONSE SEACOAST
There are approximately 277 men, women and children living with HIV/AIDS in Strafford and Rockingham
counties. These constitute only the number of individuals who have been tested and diagnosed with this
virus. In the past year ARS has acquired 22 new clients which would seem to indicate that the work we
do continues to be of vital importance as the number of infections continues to grow.
ARS is the only non-profit, 501 (C) (3) organization that serves both Rockingham and Strafford counties
and provides the level of services that we provide. All of our services are free. Part of our Mission
statement reads that we try to "...prevent the spread of HIV infection and increase the quality of life for
those living with the virus...."
We provide a variety of services including Case Management. Our skilled case managers help the men,
women and children living with HIV/AIDS to access the complicated medical and social service systems.
We also provide of thousands of dollars in assistance annually with housing, utilities, transportation, food
and nutrition and other related services. Our Food Pantry is now open and available for use, every
weekday from 9 until 5. ALL of our services are free of charge.
In addition to our Case Management services ARS also provides Prevention and Educational services.
Annually we reach thousands of individuals with our educational programs in the schools throughout the
communities we serve. In addition, ARS regularly collaborates with other organizations, agencies and
social service providers within the community.
We continue to seek the support of the communities that we serve so that we might continue providing
the same level of service that has become a hallmark of AIDS Response Seacoast for the past two
decades.





AMERICAN RED CROSS REPORT
To the Honorable Citizens of Candia,
In the past fiscal year, the Greater Manchester Chapter of the American Red Cross has
responded to the needs of each of our 17 communities, serving a population of over 290,000
individuals. Our mission is to provide relief to victims of disaster and help people prevent,
prepare for and respond to emergency situations in the community and in their personal lives. We
do this by providing disaster relief services and health and safety education. Our disaster relief
services include care and support of disaster victims, support of emergency personnel and
preparedness training for both individuals and town-sponsored groups. Our Health & Safety
program offers training in First Aid, CPR, Water Safety, Workplace Safety, Lifeguard Training,
and other lifesaving skills.
Yearly, the Chapter calls upon Town leaders and citizens to support the Greater Manchester
Chapter as our Community Partners, so that we can continue to provide the quality of service
delivery that you are accustomed to. We respectfully request that the Town of Candia consider
approving funding in the amount of $450.00 to support services for its residents.
As you consider our request, please note that even though the Red Cross is a Congressionally
chartered, national nonprofit organization, with over 700 Chapters and 36 Blood Service Regions,
each Chapter is responsible for its own financial welfare. The Red Cross receives no federal
funding, nor are the Chapters funded by the National organization. Each Chapter must raise
enough money to cover its own basic operating expenses and the costs of local disaster relief
efforts. Our services are available, free of charge, to all disaster victims, and our ability to provide
these vital emergency services is a gift from the people, businesses, organizations and
municipalities within our 17-community service area.
For your reference, we have enclosed an overview of our past services to the Greater
Manchester area including the Town of Candia.
We are most grateful to the leaders and the citizens of Candia for their continued support of the






AREA HOMECARE & FAMILY SERVICES. INC.
SERVING CANDIA ELDERLY
Area HomeCare & Family Services continues to provide home-care services to elderly Candia residents.
Our work supports the need for elderly Candia residents to remain in their homes and out of a more
restrictive setting. We are a part of a state-wide system that offers the elderly assistance as they often
face illness and isolation. We help them in their home-care tasks and activities of daily living - things
they can no longer do for themselves. We thank the people of Candia and look forward to a continued
working relationship with your town."
If you know of any elderly person in Candia who may need an air conditioner please contact us. Our





I am happy to report on behalf of CASA of NH for the Town of Candia's Annual Town Report.
CASA of NH is a statewide, private and not-for-profit organization dedicated to recruiting, training and
supervising volunteers who advocate for the best interests of abused and neglected children in New
Hampshire's courts. Children who come to the attention of the courts as a result of abuse or neglect are
required by federal and state law to have a guardian ad litem (GAL). Since 1989, CASA volunteers have
effectively filled this role and have become a powerful voice for over 7,000 of New Hampshire children.
Volunteers have the support of a dedicated staff person to help guide them through the complexities of
these cases
In FYE 2008, CASA of NH was appointed to 124 cases involving 184 abused and neglected children in
Rockingham County. CASA volunteers help ensure that children's needs are met and services provided
to facilitate safe reunification with biological families when possible. In cases where reunification cannot
take place, the CASA volunteer works to ensure that another safe and permanent home is located.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, staff, volunteers and especially the children that we serve, please
accept our sincere gratitude to the Town's of Candia's consideration for including CASA of NH in the
budget in the amount $500.




Your gift to www.casanh.orq will help provide a powerful voice for victimized children.
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CHILD ADVOCACY CENTER OF ROCKINGHAM COUNTY (CACRC)
Since opening our doors in 2000, the CACRC has served over 3,200 children and families in
Rockingham County. In 2007, over 336 children were interviewed and 8 families were from Candia, while
in 2008, we interviewed approximately 300 children and 3 were from Candia. Based on statistics out of
the National Children's Alliance - Using a Child Advocacy Center saves taxpayers $1,300 to $1,500 per
child, per interview. Savings to the Town of Candia were approximately $4,500 in the year 2008.
Multiple interviews of a child abuse victim can not only increase the trauma to a child, but it is also
counterproductive to conducting a solid investigation. The Child Advocacy Center of Rockingham County
(CACRC) brings together all of the individuals of the multi-disciplinary team to a child friendly, neutral
location so that one interview can be conducted and all relevant parties are represented. Each team
member has the opportunity to have their questions asked by a trained forensic interviewer who is sitting
with the child in a separate room. The National Children's Alliance reports that in municipalities where a
Child Advocacy Center is not utilized as opposed to prior to the center's involvement, there is a 40 %
increase in successful prosecution of these cases.
During this time period the CACRC collaborates with our partner agencies such as the Rockingham
County Attorney's Office, DCYF and Victim Advocates on an ongoing basis. Monthly meeting allow for
additional resource sharing to benefit our clients and provide families to ongoing support and access to
services. This monthly case review also enables us to catch any cases in need of additional crisis
intervention so that no child is slipping through the cracks.
Thank you for your continued support,
Maureen "Moe" Sullivan, Executive Director, CACRC
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CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
During 2008, Child and Family Services provided Adolescent Substance Abuse Treatment, Family
Counseling, Healthy Families and Student Assistance Services to Candia residents. Thanks to support
from the Town of Candia, along with other charitable dollars and grants, we are able to provide these
services, without regard to income. The funding provided by the Town of Candia mainly supports our
Family and Children's Counseling program, but makes it possible for us to offer a range of services to
residents. In 2008 services requested by residents included: school based- substance abuse
assessment, intervention and treatment for 2 adolescents, family and children's Counseling for 5 families,
home visiting, pre-natal care and one year of home-based child development services for a resident and
Student Assistance Services for one youth. Every dollar the community invests in Child and Family
Services results in $4.50 dollars in sen/ices delivered to the community. We continue to count on your
help to be able to offer a full range of quality, professional services to children and their families who
otherwise could not afford them because they lack insurance or are underinsured. 75% of the families we
serve live below the federal poverty guidelines. We believe that CFS has the most accessible and
balanced fee policy of any similar agency in the state. This is made possible by grants, such as those
received by the town of Candia and makes it possible for us to serve the most needy, vulnerable families
without regard to income.
Child and Family Services is New Hampshire's oldest charitable social service organization. We have
been serving New Hampshire children and families for over 150 years. We are pleased to serve Candia
residents through local offices at 9 Hampton Road in Exeter and 464 Chestnut Street and 99 Hanover
Street in Manchester. For further information about any of these services please call (800) 640-6486 or
visit our website at www.cfsnh.org .
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LAMPREY HEALTH CARE
Lamprey Health Care was established In 1971 and is New Hampshire's oldest and largest community
health center. Lamprey Health Care (LHC) provides primary medical care and health related services
with an emphasis on prevention and lifestyle management to all individuals regardless of their ability to
pay. LHC provides a full range of comprehensive primary care services including:
• Senior Transportation Program enables elders and adults with disabilities to remain independent
and safe in their own homes by providing access to essential services such as rides to weekly
shopping, medical appointments and recreation. This door to door service makes transportation
available for groceries, the pharmacy, post office or bank and day trips. All buses are handicapped
accessible.
659-2424 M-F 8-4
• Primary care medical services span prenatal to geriatric age groups. No one is refused care
because they cannot pay—a sliding fee scale is available. Other community health programs are
substance abuse and mental health services, prevention and education activities (diabetes, asthma,
nutritional counseling, HIV/AIDS testing and counseling, breast and cervical screening program) and
social services. Our goal is to remove barriers that prevent access to care.
• LHC 's Medication Assistance Program (MAP) works with pharmaceutical companies to enroll
individuals into the free pharmaceutical company programs and provide long term solutions to
prescription medication needs. This program allows eligible people with chronic conditions to find
help outside of the city budget, which ensures that patients have access to medications.




RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
The Friends Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) continued to provide opportunities for citizens age
55 and older to utilize their skills and knowledge to assist local human service agencies and municipalities
to deliver creative solutions to the needs of local communities in partnership with 116 different
organizations across Rockingham County.
In FY 2008, RSVP implemented a new program called RSVP Bone Builders - An Osteoporosis Exercise
and Prevention program lead by trained volunteer leaders. It has been met with great success at the
sites in Londonderry, Derry and Hampstead where it was been piloted. Preparations are underway to
expand this program to 3 already identified new sites in the early part of FY 2009. As part of our growth
plan, RSVP hopes to identify interested volunteers from the local area in hopes of bringing Bone Builders
to Candia.
Volunteers served in local senior nutrition programs, nursing homes and hospitals; helped older adults
live more independently by providing transportation to medical appointments and the grocery store, and
provided isolation reducing companionship. Volunteers served as tutors and mentors to children and
youth. Many helped to run and manage local thrift shops that make it easier for lower wage earning
families to make ends met. Many local agencies benefit from the clerical assistance provided by those
who prepare mailing, answer the phone or do data entry.
In the period of Between October 1, 2007 and September 30, 2008, 465 RSVP volunteers, provided
77,304 hours to the people of Rockingham County by assisting in services for youth, families and older
adults at 110 different assignments. The dollar value ($19.77 / hour for NH as determined by The
Independent Sector) of their service is $1 ,528,300 and the benefit to the citizens of these communities
community priceless.
We are appreciative to the people of Candia for their continued support and welcome them to become an
RSVP member.
Respectfully submitted
Donna M. Odde, Director
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ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
Rockingham Community Action (RCA) is a private, non-profit organization, serving low-income residents
of Rockingham County for over forty years. Our mission is to prevent, reduce, and work toward the
elimination of poverty.
Rockingham Community Action offers intake, clinic and distribution sites in over half of the county's thirty-
seven communities, providing a wide-range of programs to economically vulnerable households. Many of
our services meet immediate, critical needs, while others are designed to help individuals and families
achieve long-term economic self-sufficiency.
Rockingham Community Action provided the following services to Candia residents from July 1, 2007
through June 30, 2008:
55 households received one or more of a group of Fuel Assistance services. The Fuel Assistance
Program provided financial grants of up to $975 to low-income households to assist with energy-related
expenses (some households also received furnace cleaning, budget and energy counseling, and elderly
support services). Grants of up to $300 toward fuel and utility emergencies for households not eligible for
the Fuel Assistance Program were provided through the Neighbor Helping Neighbor and/or the Senior
Energy Assistance Service. Candia residents received a total of $44,280 in grants.
43 households received assistance from the Electric Assistance Program, which provided discounts
ranging from 5% to 70% on monthly electric bills to low-income households. The average award was
$452. Candia residents received a total of $19,436 in discounts.
6 child care referrals were arranged through the Child Care Resource and Referral Program, which
maintains an inventory of all available child care options, provides child care referrals to employees of
participating companies and to the general public, and expands the supply of quality child care by
recruiting, training and assisting new child care providers, including the training of TANF participants.
37 mothers, children, and seniors received help through Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) or
Commodity Supplemental Food Programs: WIC provided supplemental nutritious foods, nutrition
education, breast-feeding support and health care screening/referrals to pregnant women, nursing
mothers, infants, and children up to the age of five. The Commodity Supplemental Food Program
provided monthly allotments of commodity foods and nutrition education materials to senior citizens,
postpartum women, and 5-year-old children. Candia residents received a total of $19,268 in food and
vouchers.
31 individuals received help thourgh Literacy Services, which provided high quality books and other
literacy services to low-income children and their families through the library-based Gift of Reading book
distribution and the Tales to GO traveling literacy and arts van.
Greater Raymond Outreach acts as Candia's central resource for information regarding all available
human services and other resources for low-income individuals and families. During the past year, RCA's
Greater Raymond Outreach Center logged 53 calls or visits from Candia residents, many of which
were housing/food crisis related, involving evictions or foreclosures, fuel or utility problems, the lack of
food or clothing, or general financial crises. By working closely together with local and state welfare
administrators, landlords and mortgage lenders, fuel and utility companies, other human service
agencies, and interested clergy and civic groups. Greater Raymond Outreach linked the most vulnerable
of Candia residents with information and service to increase food and housing security.
As the services of Rockingham Community Action greatly relieve the towns we serve of the full financial
burden of providing for the basic needs of their economically vulnerable residents, we ask every
community in the county to help defray the costs of service operations. If un- or under-funded, our
Community Action Centers would need to decrease services, which would likely result in the Town of
Candia experiencing an increase in requests for local welfare assistance.
The town of Candia has contributed to our agency for many years in the past, and we extend our great
appreciation to you for your consideration in supporting Rockingham Community Action once again.
Respectfully submitted,
Lisa R. Couture, M.S.W., Outreach Program Director
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ROCKINGHAM NUTRITION & MEALS ON WHEELS PROGRAM REPORT
Primary Services
I. Types of Services provided this past fiscal year and currently.
A. Group (congregate) meals : well-balanced, hot and delicious noon meals that meet 1/3 the
daily caloric and nutritional needs of the older person. In the Candia area, we have a congregate
meal location: First Baptist Church in Brentwood - North Road. Both of these centers are open
Monday through Friday, to elderly (60 years and older) Candia residents and their spouses.
B. Meals on Wheels : provides the same well-balanced, hot meals as the congregate program,
but these meals are delivered to the homes of the elderly and handicapped residents of Candia.
There are age, disability, and/or income criteria for this service. Drivers go to each person's
home, deliver the meals, perform small tasks for the person, if needed, and report any noticeable
change or problem to the site manager. The meals are geared to the elderly and are low fat, low
sodium, with diabetic substitutions available. For Meals on Wheels clients whose situations
warrant it, we can also provide weekend meals (canned or frozen), night meals, frozen holiday
meals, and canned "Blizzard Bags" to be used during the winter when the driver is unable to
deliver meals due to inclement weather.
Support Services
I. Types of Services provided:
A. Information : refers to the information that is given to the clients via a RNMOW employee, and
includes monthly menus with health tips; agency newsletters, which contain health and elderly
issue news; announcements; flyers, etc.
B. Referrals : made to the Visiting Nurse Association, Bureau of Eldedy and Adult Services,
hospitals. Community Action agencies, RSVP, and other service organizations to help mobilize
resources to aid in the independent living of the client.
C. Outreach : efforts made to inform the community and the elderly about our services.
D. Activities : "extras" that are provided for the clients. These include guest speakers to cover
topics such as Medicare, Social Security, Estate Planning, Nutrition and others of interest to our
senior citizens; entertainment; crafts, bingo, remembering clients with small gifts and favors at
holiday time, etc.
E. Service Time : time spent in direct service to clients such as bringing in or mail, getting
newspapers, picking up prescriptions, shoveling snow, emotional support to clients in crisis or
with special needs.
F. Home Visits: refers to the visits that the site manager makes to a client's home. All
homebound clients receive home visits. Reasons for the visits include: completion of an intake
application on a new client; completion of a predetermination assessment on a client already
receiving meals; to check on a sick client having problems, etc.
Service for Candia residents :
Last completed fiscal year 07 - 08 we:
• Fed 1 1 Candia residents on a continuing basis.
• Fed about 7 Candia area residents daily.
• Served a grand total of 1 ,827 Candia meals.
• Cost of services RNMOW provides for Candia $1 3, 246.00
Respectfully submitted,
Debra Perou, Executive Director
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VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
Dear Residents of Candia,
Thank you so much for believing in and supporting the vital home health, hospice, and community
services that so many Candia residents depend on to stay in the comfort, safety, and security of their own
homes.
During the last 12 months, the VNA admitted 67 patients from the Town of Candia. Of the 67 individuals,
58 were admitted into our home care program, 4 to hospice, and 5 to our Maternal Child Health.
Together these patients received 785 visits from Registered Nurses, Physical & Occupational Therapists,
Home Health Aides, and Social Workers. Additionally, patients with chronic medical illnesses received
assistance with their health concerns, medications, bathing, dressing, meal preparation, errands, and
house keeping.
Community Health Nurses helped Candia seniors maintain their health and independence with free blood
pressure clinics, flu clinics, and low cost earwax removal and foot care clinics. Other community
programs that Candia residents benefited from included free bereavement support groups, the VNA Child
Care & Family Resource Center, and the VNA Parent-Baby Adventure program.
Funding provided by the Town of Candia is used to support services provided to residents who lack the
insurance coverage for either all or part of the care they require, as well as free bereavement services
and community clinics. We request that your support be continued.
Thank you again for entrusting us to care for your friends, family, and neighbors. As always, we
welcome your suggestions, ideas and comments. To learn more about any of our services or for more
information, please visit our website www.manchestervna.org or call the VNA today at 622-3781
.
Sincerely,
Sue Larman, Vice President
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YWCA CRISIS CENTER
To Whom It May Concern:
The YWCA Crisis Sen/ice would like to formally thank the town of Candia for the financial assistance that
will be given to our organization. The YWCA Crisis Service provides direct services to victims of domestic
and sexual violence including walk-in services to our Manchester and Derry offices, court advocacy, legal
services, 24-hour crisis line, hospital support, and confidential housing for battered women and their
children. The YWCA Crisis Service also provides educational information and training to professionals
and community members to help inform our community about this important issue.
For many victims of domestic and sexual violence, safety and healing are their largest concerns. For this
reason, the YWCA Crisis Service has provided comprehensive services to victims of domestic and sexual
violence for the last thirty years. These core services provided by the YWCA Crisis Service help victims
of domestic violence break the cycle while keeping their children safe. Sexual assault support services
guide the victim through the healing process. These services as well as the community education
provided by advocates combine to improve safety for all community members.
In 2008, the YWCA Crisis Service assisted 26 families from the town of Candia break the cycle of
violence in their lives. Advocates responded to Auburn District Court to assist the victim with filing for a
temporary restraining order. We later attended the permanent restraining order hearings of these cases
at Derry Family Court. Our advocates have also assisted a couple of families from the town of Candia at
the Child Advocacy Center of Rockingham County. The Child Advocacy Center (CAC) facilitates forensic
interviews of children that have been physically or sexually assaulted. The YWCA Crisis Service is called
to advocate and support the non-offending caretakers that bring the child to the interview.
On behalf of the victims that we serve, thank you for your generosity and commitment to a happy, healthy
community. We look fonward to working with you further in the future to make our communities safe.
Sincerely,
Carrie Cooley, Program Director
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PLODznc& Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street » Concord « New Hamnshire . 03301-5063 « 603-225-6996 . FAX-224-1 380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
CONTROL DEFICIENCIESAND OTHER MATTERS
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Townof Candia
Candia, New Hampshire
In planning and reporting our audit of the financial statements of the Town of Candia as of and for the fiscal year ended
December 3 1 , 2007, in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America, we considered the
Town ofCandia's internal control over financial reporting (internal control) as a basis for designing our auditing procedures for the
purpose ofexpressing our opinions on the financial statements, but not for the purpose ofexpressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the Town of Candia's internal control. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Town of Candia's
internal control.
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the preceding paragraph and would not necessarily
identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. However, as discussedbelow,
we identified certain deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be significant deficiencies.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation ofa control does not allow management or employees, in the normal course
of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a control
deficiency, or combination ofcontrol deficiencies, that adversely affects the Town's ability to initiate, authorize, record, process, or
report financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles such that there is more than a remote
likelihood that a misstatement of the Town's fmancial statements that is more than inconsequential will not be prevented or detected
by the Town's internal control. We consider the following deficiencies to be significant deficiencies in internal control.
Financial Statement Preparation
Due to the limited number ofpersonnel available in the Town, the Board of Selectmen has requested fliat our firm prepare the fimancial
statements and footnote disclosxires for them to review and approve. This does not violate professional independence standards as
management takes responsibility for the statements and is the most cost effective option for the Town.
Since there is more than a remote likelihood that a misstatement of the financial statements that is more than inconsequential will not
be prevented or detected by management's review ofthe financial statements, we consider this to be a significant deficiency in internal
control. We recommend that the Board of Selectmen continue to evaluate whether it is cost effective to hire a person with the
qualifications to prepare the financial statements and disclosures.
Town Policies
The Town's control policies should require that management and employees establish and maintain an environment throughout the
Town that sets a positive and supportive attitude toward internal control and conscienrious management. The control environment
established by the Board of Selectmen sets the tone for how the Town employees and elected officials conduct its business.
As the Board ofSelectmen, Trustees ofTrust Funds, Library Trustees and department heads strive to achieve the goals ofthe Town
and provide accountability for their operations, they need to continually examine internal controls to determine how well they are




Independent Auditor's Communication ofControl Deficiencies and Other Matters
We noted that the Town has not yet formally adopted polices for code ofethics, anti-fiaud, personnel, employee evaluations, computer
use, internet, and disaster recovery, as v/ell as accounting polices and procedures, which are essential tools necessary to manage the
Town's operations efSciently and effectively.
We strongly recommend that the Board of Selectmen develop and formally adopt the above noted policies in order to clearly
communicate the Town's position on these issues. Adopting the various poUcies is critical in preventing interruptions due to personnel
vacancies, facilitating supervision and evaluation, and will also help to minimize the risk of losses.
This communication is intended solely for the information and use of management, the board of selectmen, others within the
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School Administrative Unit #15
90 Farmer Road
Hooksett, New Hampshire 03106
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2008 CANDIA SCHOOL DISTRICT
DELIBERATIVE SESSION MINUTES
Ron Thomas, the Moderator, opened the meeting at 9:05 am.
The moderator welcomed those assembled
Ed Caito led the Pledge of Allegiance
The Moderator thanked the school for hosting, gave fire instructions and general instructions about the
day's proceedings.
The Moderator introduced School District Officials and Moore School Officials. He also introduced
Assistant Moderator: George Comtois, and Ballot Clerks: Mary Girard, Joanne Beckwith, Sis Richter,
Al Hall, Ken Goekjian, Bobby Nord and Linda Thomas.
The moderator also asked for approval for the following non-residents to be recognized ifnecessary for
informational purposes only: Mr. Robert St. Cyr, Mr. Jim Lewis, Mrs. Gail Kushner, Mrs. Rebecca
Forrestall, Dr. Charles Littlefield, Mrs. Karen Lessard and Mr. Gordon Graham
Article! Shall the District vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set
forth on the budget posted with the Warrant, or as amended by vote of the first session, for the
purpose set forth therein, totaling seven million, six hundred seventeen thousand, one hundred forty-
nine dollars and ninety-two cents ($7,617,149.92)? Should this article be defeated, the default
budget shall be seven million, nine hundred forty-one thousand, three hundred thirteen dollars
($7,941,313), which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of
the Candia School District, or by law; or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.
(This article does not include appropriations in any other warrant articles.) (Not Recommended by
the School Board) (Recommended by the Budget Committee).
Moved by: Ed Caito, seconded by Karen Smith
Discussion:
Ed Caito moved an Amendment: Change budget amount fi-om $7,617,149.92 to $7,794,384.25,
$80,000 for Teacher Salaries, $33,261 for School Psychologist, $17,022 for Special Ed
Professional, $10,299 for Field Trips and AssembHes, $10,000 for Information Management
Systems, $3,822 for Minds in Motion Program, $1,200 for School Sponsored Athletics and $21,630
for SuppHes and other budget lines.
Discussion of Caito Amendment:
Ed Caito: Explained the Board's deliberations about not adding new initiatives for 2009-2010
school year, what the school needs to meet its needs, and the budget process. Mr. Caito
addressed the Budget Committee's suggestions for reducing teachers by explaining that the
School Board does monitor staff levels and has akeady reduced the staffby 2 people in the
past 3 years. He reiterated his beliefthat our school board puts out fiscally responsible
budgets. He stated his belief that the Budget Coiximittee budget would negatively impact
the educational needs ofthe children of the district.
Carla Penfield: She is Chair of the Budget Committee. She explained that Budget Committee
advocates for the taxpayer. She explained the thinking and process behind the
recommendations behind their numbers. She then asked for clarification of the amount of
Article 2 on the warrant.
Ed Caito: The $7,617,149.92 number is the combination of the general fluid ($7,313,239) with the
money received from grants ($150,000) and the Cafeteria/Food Service number (153,91 1).
Sharon DeWitt: Supports the amendment. She is concerned what cutting teachers will do to class
sizes, especially with the undersized classrooms. Also noted that the orange sheet (a
handout given to attendees on the chairs) doesn't include Kindergarten students and that we
have no way ofknowing what next years tax increase will be.
Todd Cantalupo: Supports the amendment. He supports having School psychologist on staff rather
than outsourcing the duties.
Ken Goekjian: Supports amendment and reviewed what the school board numbers actually
represent. He explained that much ofthe budget is out ofthe confrol ofthe School Board.
Carla Penfield: The budget committee believes that they should not rehire a teacher who is retiring
at a cost of $80,000 for the salary and benefits of that teacher. She also gave the budget
committee estimate ofwhat the tax increase would be based on the budget from the town
deliberative session, quahfying it by stating that it depends on what budget number gets
approved by the town on March 1 0''^.
Judy Szott: Discussed her history with the school as a parent and quaUfications as a teacher for
making an informed opinion. She pointed out how the NECAP results for Candia compare
to other schools. Candia 5* graders don't test as well as Auburn kids even though our 5*
grade class size is smaller. She wants to know why we aren't getting what we are paying
for.
Chris Pouhot: She didn't intend to come up and speak. She is glad that Judy brought up her issues,
because she thinks that not giving the money to the school won't help make things better.
She extolled the virtues ofthe children of Candia and what not passing this amendment says
to them.
Todd Cantalupo: Wants to make sure that people understand he supports the School Board
Amendment. He explained what the professionals of the school mean to him and his child
and commended the work that the teachers do.
Deb Spezzafori: Asked how could we know how many kindergarten kids will there be when
kindergarten goes fiiU-time next year? We all understand that costs are going up, but that's
the way it is. She talked about how the Minds in Motion program has helped her son. She
believes that we need to make sure to support the kids who have special needs and also
agreed that taking money away from programs isn't going to improve test scores.
Ginny Clifford: Cautions against using NECAP assessment to draw conclusions about school
performance. She compared Candia and Auburn when we were thinking about merging our
middle school kids. Candia actually did better in her comparison.
Deb LeBlond: Question on budget numbers from the blue sheet passed out to attendees on the
chairs - what was included in last year's nimiber?
Ed Caito: That number ($7,732,255) included budget and all warrants.
Deb LeBlond: Difference is $52,000 from last year to this year? Pointed out that the increase is less
than what we are spending on one new Special Ed student.
Ed Caito: Last year's number: $7,732,255 compares to $7,856,884.35 for the School Board
Proposal.
Deb LeBlond: Budget Committee budget s actually a decrease from last year when we account for
the kid with special needs. She is a teacher at Trinity and sees that Candia kids are equal to
or better than the kids from other schools.
Judith Szott: She believes our children do deserve a good education. Money doesn't educate
children, teachers do and she believes the scores show that Candia teachers aren't doing a
good job. We should look at the programs and evaluate why our scores are low. She also
had questions about the School Psychologist and Guidance Counselor. She said Aubiim
level fimded their school budget. She also talked about how many people have lost their
jobs nationwide and how much taxes will go up.
Ed Caito: He is concemed about the information put out about other schools that is unable to be
independently verified. He also moved to call the question.
Moderator - one more speaker who hasn't already spoken before I will accept the motion to call the
question.
Stacy Beauchamp: Had no intention of speaking, but was moved by another speaker. She has kids
in the school. She wants to defend the teachers and how much they do for her children and
all the children ofour school. She is also a teacher and knows that our teachers do well.
She doesn't beUeve that fimding the programs at die school is throwing money around.
Moderator called for vote on calling the question. Voice vote taken, motion passed.
It was requested in writing that all votes on Article 2 be by secret ballot, so the moderator instructed the
meeting to vote in writing with the pink ballots.
Results ofvote on the Caito amendment to Article 2: with 126 votes cast: 103 yes votes; 22 no votes and 1
blank ballot the Caito amendment was adopted.
The Moderator called for discussion on Article 2 as amended. No one offered any fiirther comment, so the
Moderator called for a secret ballot using the blue ballots.
Results of vote on Article 2 as amended: with 125 votes cast: 107 yes, 17 no 1 blank, article 2 is placed on
the ballot, the amendment is approved for placement on the ballot.
Article 3 Shall the District vote to raise and appropriate a sum up to twelve thousand, five hundred
dollars ($12,500) to be added to the Technology Fund estabhshed in March 2007 and to authorize
use/transfer in that amount from the June 30, 2009 fimd balance (surplus)? (Recommended by the
School Board) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Moved by: Ingrid Byrd, seconded by Ed Caito
Discussion:
Ingrid Byrd: This article takes the money left over at the end of the year to be used in the next year
ifneeded. She offered her hope that the article would be supported by the body.
Vote taken, article approved for placement on the ballot.
Article 4 Shall the District vote to raise and appropriate fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be placed
in the Capital Reserve Fund established in March 2006 to be used for Candia School District facility
needs? (Withdrawal ofmoney frorn this capital reserve fimd will require a vote of the Legislative
Body). (Recommended by the School Board) (Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Moved by: Ed Caito, seconded by Rhonda Thyng
Discussion
Ed Caito: This is the third year we presented this article, it was originally $250,000 and last year it
was $100,000. Since bonds to renovate the building haven't passed, the School Board asks
for this money to put aside to take care of the significant costs of maintaining an old
building. Mr. Caito wants to thank Peter Barbudo for the fixes to issues with the building
that he has found at minimal cost. This money cannot be spent without a vote of the
legislative body.
Vote taken, article Jidopted
Mr. Caito announced that Rhonda Thyng is not running for re-election, but Deb LaBlond would like to
be written in for School Board.
Ed Caito moved to adjourn deliberative session, Rhonda Thyng seconded.
Moderator adjourned the meeting at 10:48.
Minutes respectfully submitted by Susi Nord, School District Clerk
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
2008 - 2009
As Principal of Henry W. Moore School, together with the staff, we welcomed four hundred forty students
on September 2, 2008. I have the distinct pleasure of announcing the newest members of our team for
this school year - Mrs. Julie Brassard, teaching science in grades seven and eight, Mrs. Samantha
Brown, teaching math in sixth grade, Ms. Kimberly Zenga, teaching kindergarten and Mr. Ciauss who
rejoined us from a one-year sabbatical to continue offering Spanish to seventh and eighth grade students.
This program is in its second year of implementation and has proven to be very successful in preparing
our students for the transition to high school.
With the insight of our Superintendent, Dr. Charles P. Littlefieid, Assistant Superintendent, Gail Kushner
and the School Board, we began the first phase of implementing our district in need of improvement
(DINI) plan. Through a process of "Root Cause Analysis", we gathered data and put several components
of a plan in place, such as professional development, summer training programs, and differentiated
instruction. This year, we piloted a new Language Arts program for future adoption. We also started one
of the most important initiatives here at Moore School, the Math Benchmark Assessments. This is the
culmination of three years of collaborative, SAU wide work that began with a full math program review,
the creation of child friendly grade level expectations (GLE's), and the creation of math benchmark
assessments. Students in grades K-8 participate in eight assessments per year. The teachers and staff
use the results of these assessments to inform the path of instruction and reteach weaker concepts to
those in need.
This year, we have trained many staff members in the development of a practice know as Response to
Intervention or RTI. RTI is a three-tiered approach that aligns with our Positive Behavioral Interventions
and Supports (PBIS) system. This year we have begun using the basic principals of RTI to assess,
reteach, instruct and progress monitor students immediately after the assessment results.
In October, students in grades three through eight participated in the New England Compact Assessment
Program (NECAP), a statewide standard based assessment of Grade Level Expectations. We continue
to use the Northwest Educational Association (NWEA), assessment twice yearly to track where our
students are performing and to drive and tailor instruction to their current level of need. A second round
of testing is scheduled for May to record growth and create a baseline for the fall of 2009. The primary
grades from kindergarten through second grade continue to use the Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early
Literacy Skills (DIBELS), to provide useful data to regular and special education teachers. The Reading
Specialist has conducted implementation and analysis that provides teachers and students specialized
assistance in areas of weakness.
We have also become more proficient in using Performance Pathways and the full implementation of
Powerschool. Powerschool is a student data base system that offers parents the opportunity to log in and
view student grades and assignments in real time. In addition, we implemented several key components
of our technology plan. Teachers and administrators are utilizing this very powerful tool to organize their
weekly planning, grading and attendance tasks. This has also been very instrumental in creating the
home-school partnership with the implementation of the parent portal as well as the end of year reporting
to the state department of education.
This year, we welcomed Mrs. Becky Forrestall to the position of Director of Student Services. Throughout
the school year, the special education team has been working to implement differentiated instruction
within typical classrooms, as well as through individual instruction and within our student support centers.
We continue to work collaboratively with the Department of Education, to use the NHSEIS system to input
and track student data as it pertains to students' Individualized Education Programs. Over the course of
the year, the team has been looking forward to a plan which would incorporate a more comprehensive,
and diverse continuum of services. This plan will help us to meet our current special education students'
needs, as well as to address Response to Intervention (RTI) and the needs of students who require other
interventions in order to meet grade level expectations. We also sent teams of regular education and
special education staff to workshops focused on co-teaching methods and models, in hopes of creating a
higher capacity to address students' needs within the regular classroom.
As always, each year I have the privilege of interacting with your children and the community as the
Principal of the Henry W. Moore School. I have a great deal of confidence in our staff, school board,











































































CANDIA DOLLARS FOR SCHOLARS
2008 COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Candia Dollars for Scholars (CDS) is pleased to announce this year's scholarship recipients.
Candia Community Woman's Club Scholarship
• Awarded to Mr. Robert Lade. Robert is a freshman majoring in chemical engineering at
Tufts University.
Candia Grange Scholarship
• Awarded to Ms. Naomi Fosher. Naomi is a senior at Plymouth State University. She is
majoring in English literature.
The Moore School PTO Scholarship (2)
• Awarded to Mr. Cameron Landry. Cameron is a freshman at UNH-Durham. His major is
in electrical engineering.
• Awarded to Mr. Lawrence Davis. Lawrence is a freshman at NH Community Technical
College majoring in building trades.
The Rockingham Lodge #76
• Awarded to Mr. Justin Fischer. Justin is in culinary studies at Johnson & Wales.
The Ron Girard Humanitarian Scholarship
• Awarded to Ms. Melissa Ouimette. Melissa is majoring in art education at NH Institute for
Art in Manchester. (This is her second year receiving this award)
The Rickv McGregor Memorial Scholarship
(Sponsored by the Candia Volunteer Fire Dept. Auxiliary)
• Awarded to Ms. Jena Daniels. Jena is entering her first year at Boston University to study
Accelerated Athletic Training and Physical Therapy.
Dollars for Scholars, a program of Scholarship America, is a national network of over 1 , 1 50 chapters in
more than 2,800 communities across the United States. The sole function of the chapters, operated by
35,000 volunteers, is to encourage and support students to reach their goals through education.
For further information about CDS or to learn how to set up a scholarship or acquire a scholarship
application, contact Lorraine Briand at 483-2671 or visit the CDS website at http://nh1 .com/scholars .
New members are always welcome.
TOWN HEALTH REPORT-MOORE SCHOOL
2007/2008 SCHOOL YEAR
12 Referred to Health Care Provider
14 Referred to Health Care Provider
19 Referred to Eye Dr.
1 Referral to ENT
4 cases
5 Referrals to Health Care Provider
Total Visits to Nurse: 2016
Accidents requiring MD Referral/Accident report: 23
Vision Screens: 451
Hearing Screens: 262
Pediculosis (head lice) Screens: 2280
Spinal Screens: 203
School Staff Visits (sickness or injury): 764
Number of children with special health care conditions: 140
CONFERENCES/CONTACTS:
Parents/guardian (inc. phone calls and notes home): 476
School personnel: 478
Home Visits:
Special Education Pre-referrals: 20
MISCELLANEOUS:
Children with Individualized Health Care Plans, Individualized Education Plans, or 504 Plans: 96
Administered doses of medications: 747
Meetings conducted with community agencies or health care providers about student health issues: 27
Special Education Pre-referrals: 22
Sandra B. Leavitt, RN
Henry W. Moore School Nurse .
6/25/08
Plodzik& Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants &. Auditors
193 North MaJn Street . Concord . New HarnnshJTe . 01:^01-5063 . 603-225-6996 . FA Y.774-nRn
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'SREPORT
To the Members of the School Board
Candia School District
Candia, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each major flind and the remaining fiind
information of the Candia School District as ofand for the year ended June 30, 2007, which collectively comprise the Candia School
District's basic financial statements as hsted in the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility ofthe School
District's management Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free ofmaterial
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position ofthe
governmental activities, each major fiind and the remaining fiind information of the Candia School District as ofJime 30, 2007, and
die respective changes in fmancial position thereoffor the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted
in the United States of America.
The management's discussion and analysis and budgetary conparison information are not a required part of the basic financial
statements, but are supplementary information required by accoimting principles generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica.
We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of
measurement and presentation ofthe required supplementary information. However, we did not audit the information and express no
opinion on it
Our audit was conducted for the purpose offorming opinions on the fmancial statements that collectively coirqjrise the Candia School
District's basic financial statements. The individual fiind schedules are presented for the purposes ofadditional analysis and are not a
required part of the basic financial statements. They have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit ofthe basic
financial statements, and in our opinion, are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a
whole.
Febniary 14, 2008 l)^
Plodzik& Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street . Concord . New Hampshire « 03301-5063 » 603-225-6996 « VKK-22A-\2SQ
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Members of the School Board
Auburn School District
Auburn, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying financial statements ofthe governmental activities, each major fiind and the aggregate remaining
fiind information of the Auburn School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 2007, which collectively comprise the
Auburn School District's basic financial statements as listed in the table ofcontents. These financial statements are the responsibility
of the School District's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free ofmaterial
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the fmancial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position ofthe
governmental activities, each major fimd and the aggregate remaining fiind information of the Auburn School District as of
Jime 30, 2007, and the respective changes in financial position thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
The management's discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information are not a required part of the basic fmancial
statements, but are supplementary information required by accounting principles generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica.
We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of
measurement and presentation ofthe required supplementary information. However, we did not audit the information and express no
opinion on it.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose offorming opinions on the financial statements that collectively conqjrise the Auburn School
District's basic financial statements. The combining and individual fund schedules are presented for the purposes of additional
analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. They have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in
the audit of the basic financial statements, and in our opinion, are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial
statements taken as a whole.
March 4. 2008 IV^JLCfeJUBlf^O^ (la^eOLCdtXei^J
SCHOOL BOARD CHAIR REPORT
2008
To the Citizens of Candia:
On behalf of the Candia School Board, it is my pleasure to present our annual school district report. I am
writing this report on the Monday after the February 7, 2009 Deliberative Session. Thank you to the
voters of Candia for your continued support of your school board, SAU and building administration, and
the dedicated educational staff of Moore School.
In 2008, we welcomed new board members Rhonda Thyng and Melissa Madden. Being parents of
Moore School students, they bring interest and enthusiasm to our meetings. They have hit the ground
running and have made immediate contributions. Thank you to prior school board members Sandy Egan
and Kevin Farley for your efforts to the children of Candia.
Also in 2008 was the retirement of Moore School "fixture" Edward Sides. We will miss his boisterous
excitement that he displayed in any activity he became involved. Ed, good luck in your retirement. We
are also sad to say good bye to Maria Suprenant, Special Education Director. Her tireless efforts kept
Candia School District in compliance of the myriad of special education laws and regulations, and
because of her dedication and diligence, we received numerous commendations for the quality of our
programs.
While it is sad that people leave us, it is also exciting for new staff to come into Moore School. Welcome
to Rebecca Forrestall, Director of Student Services, Julia Brassard, Middle School Science Teacher,
Samantha Brown, 6**^ grade teacher, and Shauna Isham, Physical Education teacher. Welcome to Moore
School! I would also like to welcome back Michael Clauss, Spanish Teacher, from his sabbatical, i
apologize if I have missed the names of any new staff of Moore School. They are all part of the dedicated
staff working to enhance the educational opportunities of our children.
I want to specifically mention one area where I feel our staff went above and beyond in the education of
our children. Moore School was listed as a District in Need of Improvement ("DINI") in mathematics under
the No Child Left Behind legislation. Our staff did not see this label as a criticism; rather they saw it as an
opportunity. They used this opportunity to prepare a bottom to top review of the way math is taught at
Moore School. They did not just address the specific area that labeled us a DINI. They looked at the
whole process. The excitement and enthusiasm they displayed in presenting their results to the School
Board was contagious. This effort is an example of the quality and dedication of the staff teaching our
children. Show them your support.
Technology is alive and well at Moore School. Beginning in December, your School Board began to
receive monthly board reports via electronic mail. This effort saves paper and postage. In February,
Moore School administration released the Power School parent portal to middle school parents. This
portal will allow the parents of middle school students stay up to date on the progress of their children.
Parents will no longer need to wait for paper progress reports to determine how his/her child is
perfomning. Plans are underway to eventually roll out this feature for all students.
Finally, I would like to personally thank the SAU administration, building administration, dedicated staff at
Moore School, and my fellow board members, for the time and effort made to the children of Candia.
Respectfully submitted,
Edward R. Caito
Chair, Candia School Board
CANDIA SCHOOL DISTRICT
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
I am pleased to make my third annual report to the Candia School District. Having completed my third
year as your Superintendent of Schools, I continue to be impressed with the commitment to excellence
that is practiced daily by teachers, parents, support staff, the school administration and, most importantly,
our children. In turn, I thank the Candia community for its support of public schooling and for the high
expectations that are held for the school district.
In the summer of 2008, teachers from Auburn, Hooksett and Candia developed a new Social Studies
Curriculum based on the New Hampshire standards. Each year the SAD focuses on one area of
curriculum for review and revision of written curriculum and selects resources to support student learning.
For the 2008/09 year, we have reviewed Language Arts Programs. Teachers have participated in
intensive professional development in reading and writing instruction. Selected teachers have been
piloting two programs in grades K-5. We hope to phase in implementation of a new program to limit
costs.
A systematic process is used to collect, analyze and interpret group and individual student data in
Candia. This year we have used Performance Pathways and Assessment Builder to record historical
data on each child including DIBELS, NECAP, and NWEA, benchmark assessments and writing prompts.
In the summer of 2008, representative Candia teachers participated with Auburn and Hooksett teachers
in grades K-8 to develop eight benchmark assessments that are aligned to the New Hampshire standards
for each grade level. The purpose of these assessments is to inform instruction and provide individual
feedback for improvement.
Students in grades 3-8 participate in NECAP (New England Compact Assessment Program)
assessments in Math, Reading, Writing and (4 and 8) Science. No Child Left Behind requires that
students in all subcategories must score at targeted percent proficient for a district to make AYP
(Adequate Yearly Progress). Every two years, the target is raised to meet the goal of 100% proficient by
2013. In the fall of 2007, Candia was identified as a District in Need of Improvement in mathematics for
the subgroup of Special Education. A team of educators have developed and implemented a School
Improvement Plan that was approved by the State. Candia received a $20,000 grant to support
professional development and improve student learning.
This past year, SAU 15 purchased a new financial/human resource software package to replace an
outdated DOS-based version. The transition from one package to another is an awesome task that the
Business Office has accomplished in an excellent manner. We are now better able to track data,
generate financial reports, and deal with the "business" of the District in a more effective and efficient
manner.
In closing, I have nothing but positive feelings about the Candia School District and our future. Thank you
for allowing me to be your Superintendent. I am so proud of our teachers, our administrators, and most
importantly our youngsters. A special thanks to Assistant Superintendent, Gail Kushner and Business
Administrator, Karen Lessard for bringing their unique talents to the District.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles P. Littlefield, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #15 SALARIES
FISCAL YEAR 2007-2008
Superintendent of School's Salary breakdown by
District share for the 2007-2008 fiscal year:
District





















2310 School Admin. Board Expenses
2320 Office of Superintendent
2500 Fiscal Services




Less: Estimated Revenues from Above
Amount to be allocated to Districts
6,000 $ 6,000
5,746
CANDIA SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, IN THE TOWN OF CANDIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
First Session ofAnnual Meeting - Deliberative
You are hereby notified to meet at the IHenry W. Moore School, 12 Deerfield Road, in said District, on the
T*" day of February 2009, 9:00 a.m. This session shall consist of explanation, discussion, and debate of
warrant articles number 2 through 4. Warrant articles may be amended subject to the following
limitations: (a) warrant articles whose wording is prescribed by law shall not be amended and (b) warrant
articles that are amended shall be placed on the official ballot for a final vote on the main motion, as
amended.
Second Session ofAnnual Meeting - Voting
Voting on warrant articles number 1 through 4 shall be conducted by official ballot to be held in
conjunction with Town voting on the 1&^ day of March 2009. Polls will be open from 6:00 a.m. to 7:00
p.m. at the Henry W. Moore School.
(1) To choose the following school district officers:
a) Two School Board Members 3-year term
b) School District Treasurer 1 -year term
c) School District Clerk 1 -year term
d) School District Moderator 1 -year term
(2) Shall the District vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the
amounts set forth on the budget posted with the Wan-ant, or as amended by vote of the first
session, for the purpose set forth therein, totaling seven million, seven hundred ninety-four
thousand, three hundred eighty-four dollars and twenty-five cents ($7,794,384.25)? Should
this article be defeated, the default budget shall be seven million, nine hundred forty-one
thousand, three hundred thirteen dollars ($7,941,313), which is the same as last year, with
certain adjustments required by previous action of the Candia School District, or by law; or
the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and
XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. (This article does not include
appropriations in any other warrant articles.)
(3) Shall the District vote to raise and appropriate a sum up to twelve thousand, five hundred
dollars ($12,500) to be added to the Technology Fund established in March 2007 and to
authorize use/transfer in that amount from the June 30, 2009 fund balance (surplus)?
(Recommended by the School Board) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(4) Shall the District vote to raise and appropriate fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be placed in
the Capital Reserve Fund established in March 2006 to be used for Candia School District
facility needs? (Withdrawal of money from this capital reserve fund will require a vote of the
Legislative Body). (Recommended by the School Board) (Not Recommended by the Budget
Committee)
Given under our hands and seal at said Candia, New Hampshire, this day of February, 2009.
SCHOOL BOARD OF CANDIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Edward R. Caito, Chair





2009 - 2010 Budget Committee Budget
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Statement Code: BdglComm
Account Number / Description
08-09 Approved
Candia School District
2009 - 2010 Budget Committee Budget
Report #1050
Candia School District
2009 - 2010 Budget Committee Budget
Report #1050
Account Number / Description
1230 Extended School Year
21-1230-5112-1-02-61-000000 Teacher Salary ESY




21-1230-5330-1-02-61-000000 ESY Contracted Services
21-1230-5561-1-00-61-000000 Preschool Tuition ESY
21-1230-5561-2-02-61-000000 Middle School Tuition ESY
21-1230-5563-3-02-61-000000 High School Tuition ESY
21-1230-5580-1-02-61-000000 Mileage Reimbursement
2I-I230-5610-1-02-61-000000 Supplies
TOTAL 1230 Extended School Year
1260 English Language Learner
21-1260-5330-1-02-61-000000 ELL Contracted Services
TOTAL 1260 English Language Learner
1270 Minds in Motion
21-1270-5112-1-02-61-000000 Teacher Salary











21-I270-5810-I-02-6I-000000 Dues & Fees
21-1270-5900-0-00-00-000000 Budget Committee Cuts to Minds in Motion
TOTAL 1270 Minds in Motion
1410 School Sponsored Cocurricular
21-1410-51 17-1-02-00-000000 Volunteer Coordinator Stipend




21-1410-5232-1-02-28-000000 BENEFITS - RETIRE - PROF
2I-I4I0-5330-3-01-22-000000 Drivers Education
2 1 - 1 4 1 0-56 1 0- 1 -02-28-000000 Cocurricular Supplies





09-10 Principal 09-10 SAU 09-10 SchBd 09-10 Bdgt
Proposed Proposed Proposed Comm Proposed
7/1/2009- 7/1/2009- 7/1/2009- 7/1/2009-

















2009 - 2010 Budget Committee Budget
Report #1050
Account Number / Description
08-09 Approved 09-10 Pnncipal 09-10 SAU 09-10 SchBd 09-10 Bdgt
Budget Proposed Proposed Proposed Comm Proposed
7/1/2008- 7/1/2009- 7/1/2009- 7/1/2009- 7/1/2009-
6/30/2009 6/30/2010 6/30/2010 6/30/2010 6/30/2010
TOTAL 1410 School Sponsored CocurricuUr








2 1 - 1420-58 1 0- 1 -02-28-000000 Athletic Dues & Fees
TOTAL 1420 School Sponsored Athletics
2120 Guidance Services











2 1 -2 1 20-5580- 1-02- 1 7-000000 Mileage Reimbursement
TOTAL 2120 Guidance Services
2130 Health Services
21-2130-5112-1 -02- 1 8-000000 Nurse Salary
21-2130-51 20-1-02- 1 8-000000 Nurse Substitute
21-2130-521 1-1-02-00-000000 Health Insurance
21-2130-5212-1-02-00-000000 Dental Insurance
21-2130-52I3-I -02-00-000000 Life Insurance
21-2130-5214-1-02-00-000000 DisabUity Insurance
21-2130-5220-1-02-00-000000 PICA
2 1 -2 1 30-5232- 1 -02-00-000000 Retirement Professional
21-2130-5250-1-02-00-000000 Unemployment Compensation
21-2130-5260-1-02-00-000000 Worker's Compensation
21-2130-5330-1-02-18-000000 Candia Nurse Professional Service
21-2130-5431-1-02-18-000000 Nurse Equipment Repair






2009 - 2010 Budget Committee Budget
Report #1050
Account Number / Description
21-2130-5735-1-02-18-000000 Replacement Equipment
TOTAL 2130 Health Services
2132 Medical Services
21-2132-5330-1-02-61-000000 Contracted Vision Services
TOTAL 2132 Medical Services
2140 Psychological Services












21-2140-5900-0-00-00-000000 Budget Committee Cuts to Psych Svcs
TOTAL 2140 Psychological Services
2150 Speech & Pathology Svcs






21-2150-5330-1-02-61-000000 Contracted Speech Services
21-2I50-5580-1-02-6I-000000 Mileage Reimbuisement
TOTAL 2150 Speech & Pathology Svcs
2160 PT&OT Services
21-2160-5580-1-02-61-000000 MILEAGE REIMB - O.T.
TOTAL 2160 PT & OT Services
2162 PT Services
21-2162-5330-1-02-61-000000 Contracted Physical Therapy Services
TOTAL 2162 PT Services
2163 OT Services
21-2163-5330-1-02-61-000000 Contracted Occupational Therapy Servides






2009 - 2010 Budget Committee Budget
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2190 Other Support Services
21-2190-5330-1-02-00-000000 Assemblies
21-2190-5550-1-02-32-000000 Pupil Support Printing
21-2190-5610-1-02-32-000000 Graduation Supplies
21-2190-5810-1-02-28-000000 Dues & Fees SERESC
TOTAL 2190 Other Support Services
2210 Improvement of Instructioii Svcs
21-2210-5112-1-02-07-000000 Cuiriculum Coordinators
21-2210-5117-1-02-00-000000 Additional Teacher Time
21-2210-5220-1-02-00-000000 PICA
21-2210-5232-1-02-00-000000 Retirement Professional Staff
21-2210-5291-1-02-28-000000 Administrative Directed Workshops
21-2210-5330-1-02-28-000000 School hnprovemcnt Consultant
TOTAL 2210 Improvement of Instruction Svcs
2220 Educational Media Services
2 1-2220-51 13-1-02-09-000000 Media Generalist Salary









21-2220-5430-1-02-00-000000 Regular Instruction Service Contracts
21-2220-5430-1-02-09-000000 Media Service Contracts
21-2220-5431-1-02-09-000000 AV Equipment Repairs
21-2220-5610-1-02-00-000000 AV Supplies
21-2220-5610-1-02-09-000000 Library Supplies
21-2220-5641-1-02-00-000000 Library Books - Strategy
21-2220-5641-1-02-09-000000 Library Books
21-2220-5644-1-02-09-000000 Library Periodicals
21-2220-5649-1-02-09-000000 Non-Print Media Services
21-2220-5731-1-02-09-000000 Additional Media Equipment
TOTAL 2220 Educational Media Services
2310 School Board Services
21-2310-51 ll-l-02-OO-OOOOOO Treasurer Salary
2I-2310-51I1-1-02-32-000000 School Board Salary
21-2310-51 I4-I-02-32-000000 Board Secretary Salary
2 1 -23 1 0-5220- 1 -02-00-000000 PICA
2 1 -23 1 0-5330- 1 -02-32-000000 District Meeting Election Services
750.00
Candia School District
2009 - 2010 Budget Committee Budget
Report #1050
Account Numliter / Description
21-2310-5331-1-02-32-000000 Legal and Consulting Fees
21-2310-5332-1-02-32-000000 Audit Expenses
21-2310-5610-1-02-00-000000 District Meeting Supplies
21-2310-5610-1-02-32-000000 Treasurer Supplies
21-2310-5810-1-02-32-000000 School Board Dues & Fees
TOTAL 2310 School Board Services
2320 Executive Administrative Services
21-2320-5590-1-02-32-000000 SAU#15 Assessment
TOTAL 2320 Executive Administradve Services
2410 Office of the Principal Services
21-2410-511 1-1-02-00-000000 Assistant Principal Salary
21-2410-51 1 1-1-02-07-000000 Principal Salary
21-2410-51 14-1-02-00-000000 Principal Secretary Salary





21-2410-5231-1-02-00-000000 Retirement Classified Staff
21-2410-5232-1-02-00-000000 Retirement Professional Staff
21-2410-5240-1-02-07-000000 Course Reimbursement
21-2410-5241-1-02-07-000000 Workshop Reimbursement















21-2410-5810-1-02-07-000000 Dues & Fees
TOTAL 2410 Office of the Principal Services
2600 Operations & Maintenance of Plant Svcs
21-2600-5115-1-02-32-000000 Custodial Salaries
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21-2600-5231-1-02-00-000000 Retirement Classified Staff
21-2600-5250-1-02-00-000000 Unemployment Compensation
21-2600-5260-1-02-00-000000 Worker's Compensation
21-2600-5330-1-02-32-000000 Maintenance Director Services
21-2600-541 1-1-02-32-000000 Water & Sewer
21-2600-5430-1-02-00-000000 Garbage Removal
21-2600-5430-1-02-01-000000 Building Maintenance Contracts
21-2600-5430-1-02-02-000000 Security System Maintenance Contracts
21-2600-5432-1-02-00-000000 Building Repairs
21-2600-5432-1-02-32-000000 Building Repairs - Life Safety
21-2600-5433-1-02-32-000000 Grounds Repairs





21-2600-5610-1-02-32-000000 Building Maintenance Supplies




TOTAL 2600 Operations & Maintenance of Plant Svcs
2700 Student Transportation Services
21-2700-5519-1-02-00-000000 Regular Ed Transportation
21-2700-5519-1-02-28-000000 Cocurricular Transportation
2 1 -2700-55 1 9- 1 -02-32-000000 Field Trip Transportation
21-2700-5519-1-02-61-000000 Special Ed Transportation
TOTAL 2700 Student Transportation Services
283S Health Services
21-2835-5330-0-00-00-000000 Pre-Employment Physicals
TOTAL 2835 Health Services
2840 Information Management Services
21-2840-5 1 1 1-1-02-33-000000 Technology Salaries




2 1-2840-523 1-1-02-00-000000 Retirement
2,179.00
Candia School District
2009 - 2010 Budget Committee Budget
Report #1050






























21-2840-5900-0-00-00-000000 Budget Committee Cuts to hifo Mgmt Svcs
TOTAL 2840 Information Management Services
2900 Support Services - Other
21-2900-5100-1-02-32-000000 Wage Pool
TOTAL 2900 Support Services - Other
SI 10 Debt Service Principal
21-51 10-5830-1-02-01-000000 Principal
TOTAL 5110 Debt Service Principal
5120 Debt Service Interest
21-5120-5840-1-02-01-000000 Interest
TOTAL 5120 Debt Service Interest
5221 Transfer to Food Service Fund
21-5221-5930-0-00-00-000000 Transfer to Food Service
TOTAL 5221 Transfer to Food Service Fund
5251 Transfer to Capital Reserve Funds
21-5251-5930-0-02-32-000000 Transfer to Building Exp Trust
TOTAL 5251 Transfer to Capital Reserve Funds
5252 Transfer to Other Exp Trust Funds
21-5252-5930-0-02-32-000000 Transfer to Expendable Trust
TOTAL 5252 Transfer to Other Exp Trust Funds





1 1 05 Tuition - Regular Ed
1200 Special Instruction
1200 Tuition -SPED




2150 Speech Path & Audiology
2160 Therapy Services
2 1 90 Other Pupil Services
2210 Innprovement of Instruction
2220 Educational Media
2310 School Board Services
2320 Office of the Superintendent
2400 Office of the Principal






































Therapy and Contracted Services
Transportation
Federal Funds Title I
Federal Funds IDEA





Federal Funds Title 1
Federal Funds IDEA




2008 brings some substantial changes to the open burning regulations that all citizens of Candia need to be
aware of. State laws governing outside burning linnit what can and cannot be burned.
Written permits must still be obtained from the Forest Fire Warden or a Deputy Forest Fire Warden for all
open fires at all times, except when the ground is completely covered with snow. However, it is illegal to burn
anything except for brush and clean, untreated wood. The burning of any construction and demolition debris,
household garbage, plastic, painted or stained wood, or any other material is strictly prohibited at any time of
the year. Violation of this regulation or kindling a fire without a permit can result in fines up to $200.00.
Permits will not be issued for the kindling of open fires between the hours of 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM unless it
is raining steadily and the Fire Warden or Deputy Warden has issued a permit. Please note that permits for
kindling fires during the 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM are rarely issued due to the difficulty in assuring rain will
continue during the burning period.
Permits for open burning are normally issued for the day of the burn. However, if conditions warrant, permits
may be issued one day prior to the actual burn at the discretion of the on call Warden. Permits for properly
constructed outdoor fireplaces may be obtained for the season. Fireplaces and/or campfires must meet the
State of New Hampshire regulations and be inspected by a Warden prior to use. Please see the regulations
at the fire department website at www.candiavfd.orq .
Permits can be obtained by calling the Fire Department Duty Officer pager at 639-7179 and leaving a voice
message with your name, address and call back number. Permits are normally issued between 4:00 and
6:00 PM daily. However, this time may vary depending on the availability of the duty officer.
No permits will be issued for any location unless the location has been issued a valid address and the
number is posted with 4" reflective numbers on both sides of a mailbox or 4" post permanently installed at
the entrance to the property. Additional information can be obtained at the fire department website.
Remember, Only You Can Prevent Forest Fires!
AN IMPORTANT REMINDER FROM THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
SMOKE DETECTORS HELP SAVE LIVES
Properly installed and maintained smoke detectors can save you life in the event of a fire. Please remember
to test and clean your smoke detectors at least annually. Batteries should be changed twice a year (such as
when you change you clocks). If you have any questions or need a smoke detector and cannot afford one,
please contact the fire department at 483-2202.
CANDIA TOWN OFFICE HOURS
74 HIGH STREET CANDIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03034
TOWN CLERK
Christine Dupere, Town Clerk
Cheryl Bond, Deputy
Mon: 8:30 to 11:00AM
Tues & Thurs: 5:00 to 8:00PM
Wed & Fri: 9:00AM to 1:00PM
TAX COLLECTOR
Jane Sanders, Tax Collector
Ellie Davidson, Deputy
Tax Rate: $18.59 @ 80.8%
Mon: 12:00 to 3:00 PM





Sharon Carrier, Admin. Assistant
Mon, Wed, & Fri: 8:30AM to 1:30 PM





Mon thru Thurs : 8:00AM to 12:00
Tues: 5:00-8:00PM, Insp. Noon to 4:00PM
Mon thru Thurs
Sharon Carrier, Admin. Assistant































Dawn Chabot, Selectmen's Assistant,Notary
Beth St. Pierre, Finance Director
Andria Hansen, Offlce Assistant
Mon thru Fri: 8:00AM thru 3:00PM
Phone: 483-8101 Fax: 483-0252
**************************************
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Mike McGillen, Chief of Police
Karen Merchant, Secretary






Wed & Sat: 8:00AM to 4:30PM
Thurs: Noon to 5:00PM (7:00PM Summer)





Mon: 2-8, Tues: 2-8, Wed: 2-8, Thurs: 10-8,
Fri: 5-8, Sat: 10-2, Sun: 1-4 (Jan-Mar)





FIRE & RESCUE: 911
ROAD AGENT, Dennis Lewis: 483-5525
MOORE SCHOOL: 483-2251




Hours: Mon. & Wed. 2:30-4:30 PM
Ofshrs Rev. 02-05-2009
